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Abstract
Increasing portions of people’s social and communicative activities now take place in the digital
world. The growth and popularity of online social networks (OSNs) have tremendously facilitated
online interaction and information exchange. As OSNs enable people to communicate more ef-
fectively, a large volume of user-generated content (UGC) is produced daily. As UGC contains
valuable information, more people now turn to OSNs for news, opinions, and social networking.
Besides users, companies and business owners also benefit from UGC as they utilize OSNs as the
platforms for communicating with customers and marketing activities. Hence, UGC has a power-
ful impact on users’ opinions and decisions. However, the openness of OSNs also brings concerns
about trust and credibility online. The freedom and ease of publishing information online could
lead to UGC with problematic quality. It has been observed that professional spammers are hired to
insert deceptive content and promote harmful information in OSNs. It is known as the spamming
problem, which jeopardizes the ecosystems of OSNs.
The severity of the spamming problem has attracted the attention of researchers and many
detection approaches have been proposed. However, most existing approaches are based on be-
havioral patterns. As spammers evolve to evade being detected by faking normal behaviors, these
detection approaches may fail.
In this dissertation, we present our work of detecting spammers by extracting behavioral pat-
terns that are difficult to be manipulated in OSNs. We focus on two scenarios, review spamming
and social bots. We first identify that the rating deviations and opinion deviations are invariant
patterns in review spamming activities since the goal of review spamming is to insert deceptive
reviews. We utilize the two kinds of deviations as clues for trust propagation and propose our
detection mechanisms. For social bots detection, we identify the behavioral patterns among users
in a neighborhood is difficult to be manipulated for a social bot and propose a neighborhood-based
iii
detection scheme. Our work shows that the trustworthiness of a user can be reflected in social
relations and opinions expressed in the review content. Besides, our proposed features extracted
from the neighborhood are useful for social bot detection.
iv
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1.1 Rise of Social Networks
The advancement of the Internet has tremendously changed the way people live. One of the most
influential creation in the information age is online social network (OSN) and it has been increas-
ingly important in our daily life. A huge amount of information is exchanged and shared every day
as millions of users engage in a diverse range of routine activities on OSNs such as media sharing,
message communication, and content curation.
As the popularity of OSNs grows, the influence of online information is also growing. Online
review systems, as the representative of digital media-facilitated social collaborative networks,
become one of the most popular platforms people visit for information reference and getting sug-
gestions. For example, TripAdvisor.com, which specializes in travel-related services, has reached
315 million unique monthly visitors and over 200 million reviews, and Yelp.com, which is known
for restaurant reviews, has a total of 71 million reviews of businesses and a monthly average of
135 million unique visitors to the site. With a large volume of information and opinions regarding
products or services available on these platforms, many people tend to read the reviews before
making purchasing decisions and their behaviors and decisions may be significantly affected by
others’ opinions. A recent survey [12] shows that 97% of consumers read online reviews for lo-
cal businesses and 85% of consumers trust online reviews as much as personal recommendations.
Compared to online review networks, traditional relationship-based OSNs, such as Facebook and
Twitter, have also attracted huge amounts of users and daily visits as these platforms help people
and organizations connect online and share information efficiently. As of the end of the year 2018,
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Twitter has 1.3 billion accounts and 328 million monthly active users with 500 million Tweets
sent each day [121]. Such numerous amounts of active users and information exchanged lead to
the great value of search and advertising. For instance, it is reported that more than 70 million
businesses own a Facebook page and 65.8% of US companies with 100+ employees use Twitter
for marketing [121].
As users constantly contribute content to these online platforms, there has been a wealth of
peer-to-peer information or user-generated content (UGC) available online. A recent report shows
[120] that consumers and marketers disagree on the content authenticity and consumers are more
likely to believe UGC is authentic compared to brand-created content. Therefore, UGC could be
powerful tools for marketing or sources of opinions.
1.2 Spamming Problem in Social Networks
However, the relative ease of posting online could lead to a significant impact on the overall quality
of information accessible to the users. Thus, the credibility of UGC can be problematic. For exam-
ple, a recent study on Yelp shows that about 16% restaurant reviews are considered suspicious and
rejected by Yelp internally [72]. Researches [45, 65, 133, 24] show that individual or professional
spammers have been hired to plant deceptive reviews into online review systems to mislead people
in making unwise decisions. This is known as online review spamming, which was first identified
in [45]. The spamming problem does not limit to review spamming. On OSNs like Twitter, auto-
matic accounts known as social bots are deployed to maliciously spread harmful information such
as malware and fake news. For example, during the 2010 U.S. midterm elections, social bots were
employed to support certain candidates and smear their opponents with tweets pointing to websites
with fake news [111].
Thus, driven by different incentives, including financial and political ones, a non-negligible
portion of UGC on OSNs is untrustworthy, which raises concerns of trust and credibility in OSNs.
2
1.3 Countermeasures
In this section, we overview the existing detection approaches and provide an analysis of the chal-
lenges and issues.
1.3.1 Existing Detection
The spamming problem is destructive to the trust and credibility of OSNs. Its severity has attracted
people from various field to engage in combating spammers.
In industry, many deterrence-based and reputation-based approaches have been adopted to help
maintain the functionality of OSNs. For example, Amazon and Yelp have adopted the “review of
the review” mechanism, which allows users to vote for the review’s “helpfulness” and use the
ratings and vote counts as a measure to assess the quality and trustworthiness of the review. Twit-
ter allows users to report suspicious content. Many feature-based schemes have been proposed
by researchers to identify review spammers, including textual features [45, 96, 88], temporal fea-
tures [24, 145], individual or group behavior patterns of spammers [133], and sentiment incon-
sistency [65, 90]. Similarly, behavioral features [129, 60, 144, 18, 151, 17] have been popular in
detecting social bots.
1.3.2 Challenges and Issues
Although many approaches have been proposed to address this problem, there are some issues in
these approaches.
• Spammers will mimic normal behaviors. Changes in spammers’ behaviors have been
observed indicating spammers are evolving to avoid being detected, which makes rule-based
and behavior-based methods less effective. Methods based on textual similarity would easily
fail when well-written fake reviews carefully avoid duplication. Spammers may imitate
the behavioral pattern of regular users to reduce their levels of suspicious. What’s worse,
multiple spamming accounts can be controlled by advanced algorithms to conduct large
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scale of spamming activities in a well-organized way and even interact with other users as
humans do.
• Ground truth of accounts or content is hard to acquire. It is difficult to determine whether
an account is a spammer or not, especially for review spammers. Labeling spammers by
human evaluators is not only labor-intensive and time-consuming. The deterrence-based and
reputation-based approaches adopted by the big companies can be considered as a type of
crowdsourcing method. Without property incentives, users’ participation may be inadequate.
Overall, the judgments are usually made based on observations of behavior patterns, which
can be subjective and biased.
1.4 Contribution
In this dissertation, we focus on two scenarios in spamming problem, review spamming and social
bots. To address the aforementioned challenges, we propose our work of the trust and credibility
in OSNs by studying the invariant features that are hard to be manipulated by spammers. More
specifically, we observed that the rating and opinion deviations are usually invariant in review
spamming. Since inserting deceptive reviews is the main purpose of review spammers, avoiding
rating and opinion deviations is against the goal of spammers. On the other hand, a social bot can
fake human behaviors to evade being detected, but the behaviors of users in its network are difficult
to be manipulated. Thus, the properties of the surrounding network are invariant. We summarize
the main contributions of this work as:
• Utilizing the social relations provided by online review systems for review spammers
detection. We proposed a structure-based framework that detects review spammers using
rating deviations and contextual social relationships. We first present a trust-based rating
prediction algorithm using local proximity derived from social relationships, such as friend-
ships and complements relationships, using the random walk with restart. We then incorpo-
rated the predicted ratings into a pseudo user-item matrix to overcome the sparsity problem
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and compute the overall trustworthiness score for every user in the system, which is used as
the spamicity indicator.
• Inferring trustworthiness from the content of online reviews. We applied opinion-mining
techniques to extract opinions that are expressed in the reviews. Then, we integrated the
opinions to obtain opinion vectors for individual reviews and statements. Finally, we devel-
oped an iterative content-based computational model to compute honesty scores for users,
reviews, and statements. According to the results, there exist differences of statement truth-
fulness across different categories. Our model shows that the trustworthiness of a user is
closely related to the content of his/her reviews.
• Detecting social bots with the neighborhoods. We proposed a novel detection mechanism
to detect social bots by studying the neighborhood formed around the users. We modeled the
neighborhoods of users using the ego-network model with multiple representations. Besides
the global properties of the networks, we also applied a multi-view clustering approach to
detect hidden social circles within the neighborhoods of users. Then we trained bot detectors
with features extracted from the users’ neighborhoods. The results indicated there exist
distinguishable differences between the properties of neighborhoods in legitimate users and
social bots. Experimental results show that our proposed neighborhood-based features could
help with social bot detection.
1.5 Organization
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the background and related
work about this dissertation. Chapter 3 proposes a rating-deviation-based framework that detects
review spammers using contextual social relationships. Chapter 4 investigates the problem of
inferring trustworthiness from review content. In Chapter 5, we present our neighborhood-based
bot detection approach. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation.
5
Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
In this chapter, we present the background and the related work of our research. We first introduce
the credibility issues and existing approaches in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, we review the related
work of social bot detection. Then we discuss the related work of trust propagation in OSNs in
Section 2.3. In Section 2.4, we present the related work of opinion mining and sentiment analysis,
which we adopt in the work of Chapter 4. Finally, we introduce the related work of discovering
social circles in Section 2.5, which serves as an auxiliary step for our neighborhood-based approach
introduced in Chapter 5.
2.1 Information Credibility in Online Social Networks
Generally, people share and exchange information on social networks. One problem is that the
quality and reliability of the user-generated content cannot be guaranteed. On the other hand, the
individual a user is communicating is sometimes anonymous, thus the user may be concerned about
the trustworthiness of the information provided by that individual. In this section, we identify and
introduce two information credibility problems that are relevant to our research problems.
2.1.1 Review Spamming in Online Review Systems
Review spamming, also known as opinion spamming, usually refers to “illegal” activities (i.e.,
posting fake reviews) that try to mislead readers or game the review systems by giving undeserving
positive/negative opinions to some target entities in order to promote/demote the entities. Opin-
ion spamming has many forms, for instance, fake reviews, fake comments, fake social network
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postings, and deceptive messages, etc. Usually, it is quite hard for people to manually spot spam
reviews, which make it critical to deploy some defensive mechanism against review spamming
behaviors.
The problem of spam review detection was first studied in [45], which mainly focused on de-
tecting duplicate spam reviews based on content similarity. Later on, various approaches have
been proposed as the review spamming problem attracts more attention. One popular direction is
to design machine learning methods based on behavioral patterns, such as rating behavior [65, 26],
unexpectedness [46] , temporal and spatial patterns [62, 24, 145], group behaviors [88, 63], and
inconsistency [90], etc. These behavioral features are usually manually selected based on heuris-
tics and observations. One drawback of behavioral-based methods is that spammers’ behavioral
can change as they learn to disguise themselves as normal users. On the other hand, our approach
focuses directly on opinions expressed in the review, which is more straightforward and does not
require crafting the behavioral features. So, aspects other than behavior should be taken into ac-
count. In [133], an iterative structure-based model was proposed by calculating three intertwined
scores for reviewer, review, and store respectively. However, they treated all links equally and
didn’t consider features on the link. Our approach, on the other hand, not only takes users’ behav-
iors like rating variance into consideration but also uses relationship strengths as the weights on
the links for spamming detection. Besides, we adopt the rating prediction technique in recommen-
dation systems to incorporate trust into our detection framework.
With the development of deep neural networks, various deep learning based methods have been
proposed [63, 155, 64, 113]. These methods mainly constructed deep neural networks to learn the
dense representation of the reviews. The advantage is that no deliberately crafted features needed.
However, these methods are more complex and take much more time to train.
The third type of approaches is content-based. [96] proposed a method based on linguistic
features such as n-gram, while [25] focused on the syntactic rules. These work mainly utilized
the language patterns of the reviews rather than the actual opinions as our model does. [95, 102]
conducted sentiment analysis on the review. However, these work only analyzed the sentiment of
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each review, while we focus on finer-grained aspect-specific opinions. Compared to aforemen-
tioned work, [27] is the closest to ours. They analyzed the aspect-specific profile of the products
and compared the compatibility with the reviews’. Compared to our proposed method, their work
only considered each review individually, while our method integrated the aspect-specific opinions
into the trust propagation model and computed the credibility of users as well.
2.1.2 Trustworthy Recommendations in Recommender Systems
Recommender Systems are widely used online (e.g., Amazon.com, Netflix, YouTube, etc) to pro-
vide suggestions about suitable items for users based on their previous preferences and rating
behaviors. Among the various models developed, collaborative filtering (CF) [114] has been the
most successful one. Typically, CF methods can be divided into two categories, model-based and
memory-based. In model-based methods, machine learning techniques [153, 128] are applied on
data related to users’ behaviors to learn models for predictions. Memory-based models work under
the assumption that users who agree in the past will also agree in the future. Similarities are usually
calculated using cosine similarity or Pearson Correlation. For a particular user, a missing rating is
calculated by aggregating ratings from k most similar users.
However, the standard CF method suffers from the sparsity problem and performs poorly for
cold-start users, who newly joined the system and have few review history. Also, standard CF
method is not attack-resistant. Because of the existence of malicious users and spamming activities,
various approaches seek to incorporate trust into the recommender system to improve the quality
and trustworthiness of predictions. Although recommender systems have been comprehensively
analyzed, the study of social-based or trust-based recommender systems is relatively new. Trust
and reputation were first integrated in [125], but its trust and reputation purely rely on ratings,
which limits the effectiveness. Trust propagation was taken into account to make trustworthy
predictions in some of the early work [79, 76, 77]. However, these methods still rely on user-user
similarity and thus cannot yield accurate results for cold-start users. More recent work [85, 61,
32] have proposed different ways to address the cold start problem. In this proposed work, our
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method overcomes the sparsity problem by taking social relationships into account to measure
users’ closenesses. For users without much review history, our approach is still able to make
trustworthy predictions as long as social relationships exist.
2.2 Social Bots Detection
Social bots are accounts created by human or automated scripts and controlled by algorithms to
perform certain tasks [11, 28, 18]. While some benign social bots are adopted by companies for
purposes such as marketing and customer care, malicious social bots deployed by attackers can
endanger the ecosystem of OSNs. In this work, we focus on the detection of malicious social
bots. Compared to review spammers we discussed previously, social bots can be considered as
automated spammers with more diverse intentions, including promoting harmful information such
as malware and rumors [10, 28], harvesting users’ privacy data [11], and infiltrating OSNs [11].
To prevent the harm brought by social bots, researchers have been engaging in the design of bot
detection mechanisms.
One type of defense systems is based on human detection. The human effort is from either
crowdsourcing [126, 131] or hired experts [122]. This type of systems assumes bot detection is
a feasible and simple task for human and trust the judgment of the annotators. While human
detection may be effective [28], the drawbacks are also obvious. The human labor is usually slow
and the standards of different annotators may be different. Hence, human-involved detection is not
our focus in this work. In the rest of this dissertation, we refer social bot detection to automatic
approaches.
One popular type of automatic detection is feature-based [129, 60, 144, 18, 151, 17] by treat-
ing bot detection as a machine learning problem. The adopted features are commonly generated
from the different perspectives of users’ behavioral patterns to capture orthogonal dimensions of
characteristics. The categories of features can be summarized as following: user meta-data (e.g.
length of user name, number of friends, etc), user’s network (e.g. distribution of in-degree and
out-degree), the content of the user posted (e.g. number of words and pos-tags, etc), sentiment,
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and timing. The major problem of this existing feature-based approaches is that the adopted fea-
tures are largely dependent of users’ behaviors such as the number of tweets and sentiment in the
tweet, or descriptive information of users such as length of the username. As bots are evolving and
changing to mimic human behaviors, these methods may fail.
Another type of detection is graph-based. These approaches usually make strong assumptions
of the structures of the OSNs [28]. For example, [14] assumes that a user who interacts with
a legitimate user is considered legitimate himself. [146, 100] rely on the assumption that the
structure of an OSN alone is able to separate social bots from legitimate users. These assumptions
sound plausible but have been proved wrong. Various experiments [11, 20, 123, 60] have shown
that it is possible for bots and legitimate users to connect or interact with each other.
With the development of deep learning techniques, recent work has made attempts to apply
deep neural networks (DNNs) [56, 75] to help with bot detection. These work adopted the content
users posted as the major input and let the DNNs to generate and select the features automatically.
However, training DNNs are usually expensive. Besides, the results of DNNs are usually harder to
interpret, which gives limited hints of how bots are distinguished from legitimate users.
In this work, we approach this problem by taking advantage of the users’ surrounding net-
works. Our experimental results show that the behaviors of surrounding users are good predictors
of whether a user is legitimate or not.
2.3 Trust Propagation in Online Social Networks
Social networks encourage users to connect to each other and form their own online social circles.
When a user turns to social networks for information, it is intuitive for him to believe the statements
from a trusted (social-connected) user than from a stranger. Recursively, since a trusted source will




Trust and trust propagation have been extensively studied in the literature. The general idea of
reinforcement based on graph link information has been proved effective. HITS [52] and PageR-
ank [97] are successful examples in link-based ranking computation. Trust propagation has been
widely applied in recommender systems to make trustworthy predictions [77, 85, 61, 32]. In these
work, trust is transmitted in a network of neighbors. The nodes in the networks are usually of the
same type, for example, users. [133] built a heterogeneous graph to compute trustworthiness scores
for users, reviews, and stores. Besides trust, various work also modeled the propagation of distrust
[124, 159]. In our model, we do not model distrust explicitly. Instead, we added the penalty to
the propagated trust when a deviation from the majority happens. Compared to our work, these
approaches only considered link-based information provided by the system but did not consider
content information.
Trust not only can be determined by surrounding neighbors in a network but also can rely on
the context when it comes to content. [156] proposed a topic-based model to estimate the trustwor-
thiness of users and tweets on Twitter. Compared to our model, their model evaluates trust based
on topic similarities, while our approach models trust based on the deviations of aspect-specific
opinions from majority opinions. The work in [9] modeled trust of users by comparing the con-
tent of social network posts to actually happened events. Similar to our model, this work models
trust by deviations. However, our proposed model utilized deviations in finer-grained dimensions.
[130] proposed a content-driven framework for computing trust of sources, evidence, and claims.
The difference between this model and ours is that we extract more fine-grained information from
content, while the model in [130] mainly used the similarities between content in general. Also, in
[130], the inter-evidence similarity plays an important role to make sure that similar evidence gets
similar scores. However, the consensus opinions used in our model already represent such similar-
ity, so we did not add the inter-evidence similarity. Besides, we also redefined the computational
rules in the context of our problem.
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2.3.2 Modeling Proximity with Random walk
The formalization of a sequence of some random steps on a graph or a web is a random walk. The
relations among items and users can be represented using graphs where objects and relationships
are represented as nodes and weighted edges (directed or undirected) respectively. Thus, simi-
larities and closenesses of two nodes can be measured using transition probabilities by applying
random walks on graphs [71]. Several approaches applied this idea to recommender systems. [153]
proposed a random walk method to capture the transitive similarities along the item-item matrix to
alleviate the sparsity problem in CF. However, since the type of items may vary, it is arbitrary to
say that the captured transitive similarity would be accurate. A trust-based and item-based model
for recommender system was proposed in [42]. It used the ratings of connected nodes directly as
recommendations, which introduced bias into the recommendations. A random walk with restarts
(RWR) method was proposed in [55] to measure the closeness between among users, music tracks,
and tags for the collaborative recommendation. This work showed the effectiveness of modeling
closenesses among nodes, but compared with our work, we strengthened the connections among
nodes by incorporating multiple relationships. Also, our model runs more efficiently by focusing
on only a partition that contains the starting point and achieves good local approximation.
2.4 Opinion Mining and Sentiment Analysis
Opinion mining and sentiment analysis is the field of study that analyzes people’s opinions, senti-
ments, evaluations, attitudes, and emotions from written language [66]. It is also one of the most
active research areas in natural language processing (NLP), data mining, and text mining. The
growing importance of opinion mining and sentiment analysis coincides with the growth of social
media such as online review systems, blogs, and social networks.
Note that opinion mining and sentiment analysis sounds like two different areas, but they are
highly related and overlapped. The process of opinion mining is usually twofold, opinion as-
pect extraction and aspect-based sentiment prediction. Aspect extraction aims to extract product
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features from the opinionated text. The words that represent desired aspects are often nouns or
noun phrases that can be captured using syntactic patterns. Thus, various methods that utilized
dependency-based rules were proposed [39, 67, 105, 107, 109, 149, 143, 68, 69]. With advance-
ments of deep learning, deep neural network can also achieve decent performance [135, 106].
Usually, extracted aspects are usually words that represent specific aspects. Thus, grouping them
into high-level concepts are usually required for further analysis. Lexical tools like WordNet [83]
are often used. Besides, topic modeling-based approaches are also very popular[134, 16, 54, 13,
47, 127], as they are able to extract and group aspects simultaneously.
On the other hand, the goal of sentiment analysis is to analyze the polarity orientation of the
sentiment words towards a feature or a topic of the product. One common way is to use some
sentiment tools directly, such as MPQA Subjectivity Lexicon [142] and SentiWordNet [4]. With
such tools developed by other researchers, various work has been proposed [22, 35, 115]. Another
common practice is to infer the polarity of target words using a small group of seed terms with
known polarity [21, 44]. In addition, supervised learning algorithms are often applied in previous
work [98, 116, 48], as well as deep learning based approaches [118, 19].
In this work, we adopted two methods for aspect extraction. One is supervised-based method
with Support Vector Machine (SVM). This method does not output specific aspect words but as-
signs the high-level category and corresponding sentiment polarity directly. The other one is to
use a dependency parser. We applied K-means clustering to cluster the aspect words together. For
each aspect, we used a sentiment to determine its sentiment. Note that opinion mining is not the
main focus and contribution of this work. The difference between our goal and typical opinion
mining work is that we are not trying to improve the performance of extracting opinions. Instead,
our purpose of applying opinion technique is to use the extracted aspects as deviation indicators
for trustworthiness analysis.
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2.5 Social Circle Detection
Social circles in social networks, also referred as online communities, aims to group people who
share similar or have more connections together. Identifying social circle has been an important
task in social network analysis and privacy-preserving research. In this dissertation, we apply
social circle detection as an auxiliary step of social bot detection. We only focus on automatic
social circles detection as manually assigning circles is labor-intensive and hard to consider the
latent information provided by social networks.
Since the structure of a social network is naturally a graph, many graph-based approaches
that rely on the topological structures of the networks are proposed [29]. Examples of are graph-
partition [49, 5], hierarchical clustering [30], spectral clustering [93], divisive algorithms [33, 110],
modularity-based methods [92], and non-negative matrix factorization [108]. Another type of work
utilizes the content information and adopted models like generative Bayesian model [157, 158, 70,
15] and tag network [136].
In our problem, we have multiple sources of data about the users’ networks, including topolog-
ical structures, direct and indirect interactions, and content information. To integrates data from
different sources, we propose to apply a multi-view clustering model called Selective Co-trained
Spectral Clustering. The circles are detected by achieving agreement across different views.
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Chapter 3
Trust-Aware Spam Review Detection
3.1 Introduction
Many online review systems encourage interactions among their users, for example, Yelp.com and
Last.fm allow registered users to form friendships; Amazon supports sending “helpfulness” tags
to reviews that a user finds useful; Epinions and Ciao allow a user to add others in a trust list. So,
online review systems can be viewed as a giant social graph. Inspired by the structural analysis
[53, 97], we propose to utilize the social relationships among users in the review systems. We argue
that spam reviewers, while trying their best to pretend as genuine users, still behave abnormally
in large-scale social interactions in general. Recruited with monetary incentives, they are reluctant
to devote a large amount of effort that is typically required in social interactions. As a result,
spammers tend to be more isolated in social graphs than regular active users. Moreover, users tend
to trust those who are socially connected with them more than strangers, indicating a correlation
between trust and social relationship strength among users. Since the primary objective of review
spamming is rating manipulation, rating variance metrics seem to be effective in distinguishing
spam reviews from regular reviews. However, due to the data sparsity problem that is typical
in review systems, the straightforward adoption of rating deviation based detection mechanisms
perform poorly. From this consideration, we propose to first utilize social relations to predict
“trustworthy” ratings for items that a user has not yet reviewed. Then, the predicted ratings will be
incorporated into a model that evaluates the quality of reviews according to rating variances.
Rating prediction is a typical problem in recommender systems. For instance, collaborative
filtering methods are commonly used to predict ratings or preferences that a user would give to
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target items. Moreover, trust propagation and trust networks are used in making trustworthy pre-
dictions [76], while trust, reputation, and similarity are combined in [125] to improve the quality of
recommendations. Recent trust-aware recommendation approaches take users’ trust relations into
account and incorporate social relationships among users to improve traditional recommendation
systems [6, 73, 55, 74]. While a few systems let users to explicitly express the perceived trust
about other users, e.g., Epinions allows a user to add another user to her trust list if she likes or
agrees with the review issued by this user, most of them provide indirect mechanisms for inferring
the trust, e.g., the “helpfulness” votes that a user gives to reviews when the content is considered
as useful. Our goal is different from these approaches since we define the concept of trust as the
belief of a user in a review that it is not a spam. Therefore, we rely on social ties that indicate
strong trust relationships than review quality or prediction accuracy.
3.2 Overview of the Problem and Solution
In this section, we first overview the problem review spamming problem. Then we present the idea
of our proposed detection approach.
3.2.1 Review Spamming Problem
Nowadays, many review systems provide more rich functionalities than merely rating and review
content. Results from an analysis of Yelp.com’s reviews showed that when evaluating the useful-
ness of online reviews, profile information and reputations of users would influence the perceived
usefulness [117]. Attributes of users are significantly associated with how reviews are evaluated.
Our preliminary study shows that a review should be detailed, in a suitable length, balanced and
consistent in order to be perceived as helpful. In terms of credibility, more factors of the user
should be taken into account. A credible user should be someone who uses the real name and has
a real profile picture. On the profile, the number of friends, the number of compliments received,
and whether the user is an "Elite" would affect the judgment. Our study also showed that when
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assessing reviews, the ones written by a friend would be considered more trustworthy than the ones
from a stranger. In this work, we argue that users with less or none social interactions will be more
suspicious to be review spammers than users who are socially active.
3.2.2 Solution Overview
In this paper, we focus our work on Yelp.com, but our algorithm can be extended to any social
review system with complex user interactions. Yelp aims at building a community rather than
merely being a rating platform. It provides rich functionalities to its users. Besides writing text
reviews and assigning ratings, users can also upload photos with their reviews or use mobile App
to “check-in”. Popular and active users can be promoted as “Yelp Elite” as recognition of role
models on and off-site. Besides, Yelp encourages users to form social relationships and interact
with each other in various means, including following other users, sending compliments to other
users, sending a private message to other users, and tagging other users’ reviews (e.g., cool, funny,
and useful), etc. Typically, users of Yelp.com would take efforts to maintain a positive image
online. Besides writing faithful reviews, they would also devote time to form social relationships
with other users. On the other hand, driven by financial motivation, review spammers are hired to
promote or demote their target items. It is natural to think that they devote most of their time into
posting fake reviews and would not take much effort interacting with other users online. Thus, they
behave very differently from normal users in the aspect of social interactions. However, existing
work on spamming detection didn’t take this into account.
In this work, we propose an approach that integrates trust-based rating prediction using random
walk with restart and rating deviation based iterative model for spam detection. In the problem of
spam detection, the rating is an important factor. A review’s rating about an item reflects its opinion
[133]. Nowadays, spam reviews can hardly dominate the system, so the opinions of the majority
should reflect the actual quality of an item at a certain extent. Conceptually, if a large portion of
reviews of a user deviates much from the majority’s views, it is reasonable for us to consider this
user as a suspicious spammer. Rating deviation has been used as a major feature for spam detection
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[86, 65, 133]. However, review data on most review systems is sparse: for many users, the number
of reviews is not large enough to derive stable credibility. In the Yelp.com dataset that we used
in our experiment, about 80.59% users wrote less or equal to 2 reviews and about 93.37% users
wrote less than 5 reviews. Under this circumstance, it’s necessary to find reliable methods to make
trustworthy predictions to fill the missing entries in the sparse user-item rating matrix. An effective
solution would be applying random walks on graphs, [153, 42] proved the effectiveness, but their
models have limitations, which are discussed in the previous chapter.
3.3 Trust-Aware Spam Detection
In this section, we describe an iterative model to calculate the overall trustworthiness of all the
reviewers in the system and use it as an indicator to determine the likelihood of being a review
spammer. More specifically, we first introduce a random walk with restart approach to infer the
perceived trustworthiness of one user for another user based on the social relations between them
and then present our trust-based rating prediction model to derive proximity-based predictions
to overcome the data sparsity problem. Finally, we present the design of the iterative model to
compute an overall trustworthiness score for each user as the spamicity indicator.
3.3.1 Trust Inference from Social Relations
The goal of this work is to detect suspicious content and actions in online review systems with
third-party user-generated content (UGC). It is conceivable that social relations among users can
be utilized to measure the trustworthiness of a user perceived by others and extend it to the UGC
he submits.
Trust-aware recommendation systems or social collaborative recommendation systems are de-
veloped based on the assumption that users have similar tastes with other users they trust or connect
to. However, this hypothesis may not always be true in the real world. For example, one’s friends
may have variant opinions about the same item, and thus social regularization is introduced to treat
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friends differently based on how similar a friend is with the target user [74]. From this aspect, our
goal is different from these approaches since we define the concept of trust as the belief of a user
in the UGC that it is submitted by a legal reviewer but not a suspicious spammer. Such belief can
be generated from the interactions among the users. In particular, we consider two relationships
available in our dataset collected from Yelp.com: the social friendship that often reflects a strong tie
between users with mutual and cooperative interactions, and the unilateral compliment relationship
(similar to up-votes, helpfulness votes, etc. in other online review systems) that does not require a
confirmation in the reverse direction. Under our definition of trust, for a target user, the one-way
compliment relationship represents an equally trustful relationship as the two-way friendship to
other users since it indicates a subjective perception of trust. Based on these considerations, we
propose to represent the inherent relational structure among the users in a graph G and model the
trustworthiness that a user i gives to other users as the proximity from node i to any other nodes in
G.
Definition 1. Given a graph G = (V,E), a random walk on the graph refers to the process of
traversing the graph according to the probability transition matrix S.
Among various proximity measures, we adopt the random walk with restart (RWR) model
to measure the distance between two nodes since RWR explores the geometry of the graph and
takes all the possible paths into account. Moreover, RWR can model the multi-faceted relationship
between two nodes, which makes it an ideal proximity measurement for the problem we study in
this work. RWR model starts a random walk at node i and computes the proximity of every other
node to it. The RWR proximity from node i to node j is the probability that a random walk starting
from i reaches j after infinite time, considering that at any transition the random walk will restart
at i with a probability α (0 < α < 1) or randomly move to another node along the link with a
probability (1 - α). From an initial state (denoted as a column vector q), the state of node i at step






graph with 5 nodes
(b) Converged proximity matrix
Figure 3.1: Example graph with friendship and compliment relationships and its proximity matrix
where pki is the proximity vector of node i at step k with pi( j)
k denoting the probability at step k that
the random walk is at node j, and S represents the column normalized transition probability matrix
for all nodes in the graph with Si, j denoting the transition probability of moving from a current
state at node i to the next state at node j. From an initial state, we recursively apply equation (3.1)
until it converges after l steps. Then, the steady-state transition probability pli( j) represents the
proximity from node j to the target user i.
Example 1. Figure 3.1 illustrates a toy graph of 5 nodes and the proximity matrix computed from
the graph. The link between two nodes denotes the bidirectional friendship relationship and a
directed arrow points to the receiver of a compliment. In the example, the closenesses with user 1
is user 2 > user 3 > user 5 > user 4.
Here, we treat the strengths of friendship and compliment equally and set them both to be 1.
The distribution of pi is highly skewed such that the calculated proximity drops exponentially with
the increase in the distance between two nodes. To speed up the computation of the proximity, it
is suggested to perform RWR only on the partition that contains the starting point and iteratively
approximate a local estimation. To achieve a desirable (near) real-time response, we define the
neighborhood of a target node as the partition with nodes of a maximum distance of m and restrict
the iteration number by l steps. Moreover, as different types of relations may indicate different
levels of trust, we further define link strength for each type of relationship links and take them into
account when column normalizing the transition matrix S.
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3.3.2 Trust-based Rating Prediction
The proximity measured from the friendship and compliment relations in the RWR model demon-
strates the perceived trustworthiness of a user to others who are socially connected with him, and
thus can be used as a trustworthiness weight in the user-based collaborative filtering approach to
weight each user’s contribution to the rating prediction. In particular, in an online review system
with |U| users and |I| items, we model the trustworthiness of the target user a to another user u in
the system as a function of pa,u = pa(u) and adopt Resnick’s standard prediction formula [114] to
calculate the predicted rating of user a to any item i that a has not yet reviewed:




where r̄a and r̄u are the average ratings of user a and u, respectively, ru,i is the rating of user u to
item i, and ωa,u = f (pa,u). f (·) is a linear trust function to relate the perceived trustworthiness
with the relationship-based closeness. For simplicity, we consider ωa,u = pa,u in this work. The
prediction is based on the ratings to the item i from all the users in the neighborhood of the target
a (i.e., UN(a)) who has reviewed i. This predicted rating aggregates the contributions of users
who are considered trustworthy by the target user a but neglects the contributions from users with
common preference judgments in the past, which makes it different from traditional user-based CF
approaches. This is because our goal is to find a trusted prediction of the rating whose value falls
into a reasonable range (with non-suspicious rating variance) but not the most accurate prediction
of the rating. From this consideration, our model is more tolerant to small inaccuracies in rating
predictions than the CF model and its variants and thus can support several relaxations for better
efficiency. Social relations are employed in our model to overcome the data sparsity problem,
however, it should be noted that for users with no social interactions, it is still impossible to predict
the ratings for items that they have not reviewed. Finally, with the trust-based predictions, we form
a “pseudo user-item rating matrix” of |U| users and |I| items with three types of elements, the
original ratings ru,i, the predicted ratings r̂u,i and empty ratings “-”.
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3.3.3 Trust-Aware Detection based on Rating Deviation
In recommendation systems, rating deviation that is inversely related to the recommendation accu-
racy is often considered as a confidence measurement [58]. Hybrid recommendation approaches
have been proposed to first adopt any existing CF algorithm as a “black box” to predict ratings
of unrated items, and recommend the top-N items by filtering out the ones with rating variances
larger than a deviation threshold, which can be user-specified or item-specific standard deviation.
Based on the observation that the accuracy of predictions monotonically decreases with the in-
crease of rating variance [1], we propose to calculate a quality score, qi, for every item i based on
all the ratings (with both original and predicted ones) received on i, denoted as Ru,i, as well as the
item-specific rating variance. In particular, Ru,i is from the pseudo user-item rating matrix, which









where vu,i is a rating-deviation-based vote defined as:
vu,i =

1, |Ru,i−qi| ≤ ∆
0, |Ru,i−qi|> ∆
(3.4)
Here, ∆ is the deviation threshold defining the maximum acceptable rating deviation for any
trust-based rating predication that is considered accurate. The value of ∆ can be selected arbitrarily
from a suggested range or defined as the standard deviation to model the worst case scenario. With
a large ∆, ratings of any arbitrary reviews are more likely to be included in the quality estimation
of an item. On the contrary, when the ∆ is small, the quality estimation is more likely to be biased.
In hybrid recommendation systems, it is commonly suggested to select ∆ in a range from 0.8 to
1.2 [1]. As discussed in Section 3.3.2, our model is less sensitive to rating inaccuracy than CF
based approaches, therefore, we suggest to tolerate a reasonably larger inaccuracy with a large ∆
in order to incorporate more trusted ratings. In the experiment, we learned the value of ∆ (=2.011)
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from a small set of labeled data.
The total number of votes received by a user reflects the trustworthiness of the user by taking
into account both social relational structure with all the neighboring nodes and the rating deviations
of all the items rated by the user and his neighbors. Therefore, it is natural to derive an overall












where tu is defined as the per-review vote count normalized by the maximal per-review vote count
among all the users. This is to limit the impact (and the potential bias) of less active users who
only reviewed a small number of items on the estimated item quality. The overall trustworthiness
score tu is updated iteratively each round according to the deviation-based votes. To incorporate










We describe the process of the iterative model in Algorithm 1, which can be considered as a
two-layer trust propagation model between items and users. Finally, the overall trustworthiness
scores for all users calculated from the iterative model are used as indicators to distinguish regular
reviewers and the potential spam reviewers. In particular, users with tu ≤ τL is considered as
spammers and users with tu ≥ τU is considered non-spammers, where τL and τU are pre-selected
lower and upper thresholds. In the next section, we will discuss the detection results based on
experiments over a dataset of 50,304 reviews collected from a representative online review system,
Yelp.com, and evaluate the performance of our trust-aware iterative detection model.
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Algorithm 1: Framework for Two-Layer Trust Propagation between Items and Users
Input : Sets of items I and users U
Initial tu for all users in U
Rating deviation threshold ∆
Output: Item quality scores qi for all items in I
Overall trustworthiness scores tu for all users in U
repeat
Compute the quality scores for all items using 3.6
Count trust votes and compute per-review vote counts for all users using 3.4
Update the overall trustworthiness score using 3.5
until converged;
3.4 Experiments and Evaluations
In this section, we first introduce the dataset we use in the experiments, and then present the
experiment results for evaluations.
3.4.1 Data Collection and Dataset
In the proposed iterative model, we consider social relationships among the users and calculate
the proximity to a target user as an indicator of the perceived trust. Since there is no publicly
available dataset that includes both reviews and social relationships (e.g., friendships and other uni-
or bi-directional relationships), we have collected data from Yelp.com, a widely used online review
system known mainly for restaurant reviews, for experimentation. We have crawled approximately
9 million (9,314,945) reviews submitted by 1,246,453 reviewers for 125,815 stores in 12 cities in
the United States between 2004 and 2013, and completed the entire data collection process by
March 2013. In this work, we extracted a smaller dataset of the city of Palo Alto, CA, with 300
stores, 22,877 users, and 50,304 reviews, and conducted experiments over this dataset.
3.4.2 Experiment Results and Evaluations
In this section, we explain the details about the experiments we conducted. We first analyze the
performance of the proposed trust-based rating prediction. Then we evaluated the trustworthiness
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Figure 3.2: Comparing prediction accuracy of the proposed model using three social graphs and
the baseline CF approach
score computed with our iterative model.
Trust-based Rating Predictions. We applied our trust-based rating prediction with RWR algo-
rithm on three social graphs that include compliment relationship only, friendship only, and the
two-faceted relationship, respectively, and compare the resulted prediction accuracy with a base-
line approach that adopts the user-based collaborative filtering model. For performance evaluation,
we consider two metrics, the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and the Mean Absolute User Error




















where Iu is the set of items on which user u has both actual and predicted ratings, denoted as ru,i and
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r̂u,i, respectively. From definitions, MAE measures the average absolute deviation between users’
predicted ratings and actual ratings on the items in the evaluation set [38]. Different from MAE,
MAUE denotes the average of the mean errors of all users [76]. We compare the performance
of four approaches in terms of their MAEs and MAUEs and show the results in Table 3.1 and
Figure 3.2. Obviously, our proposed method outperformed the baseline CF method under both
metrics. Let us further compare the performance of the proposed trust-based rating prediction using
RWR in three social graphs. While all three groups of relationships yield very close MAEs and
MAUEs denoting similar performances in prediction accuracy, the two-faceted relationship that
combines compliments and friendships achieves the best performance, while the compliments-
only approach performed worst among the three. This is consistent with our expectations since
friendship is a stronger relationship due to bilateral agreements from both sides. The results also









Table 3.1: Comparing prediction accuracy of four approaches using MAE and MAUE
Figure 3.3 shows further details about the distribution of rating variances and the average MAE.
As shown in the figure, we divided the rating deviation into 9 ranges and compare the prediction
accuracy of standard CF and RWR on compliments-and-friendships graph. It is obvious that our
method outperformed standard CF since a large number of predicated ratings fall into the ranges
with smaller deviations. The potential causes of why the standard CF did not yield a satisfying
performance will be discussed in Section VI.
Overall Trustworthiness Scores. In the experiment, the initial trustworthiness score for all users
are set to 0.5. The model iteratively follows the process shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm is
considered converged when the summation of the differences of all trustworthiness scores is less
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Figure 3.3: Average MAE and rating deviation distribution
Figure 3.4: CDF plot of the overall trustworthiness score
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than or equal to ε = 0.05. The deviation threshold ∆ is learned from a small set of labeled data
using a discretization method, Recursive Minimal Entropy Partitioning (RMEP) [23]. The small
dataset was manually labeled by three graduate students independently. The threshold learned was
2.011. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the overall trustworthiness scores is shown
in Figure 3.4. From the figure, we see that about 11.52% of the users have trustworthiness scores
less or equal to 0.5; 16.91% of the users have trustworthiness scores less or equal to 0.9. So about
80% of the users have high trustworthiness scores larger than 0.9. The results seem reasonable
since most of the users in the system should be normal users rather than suspicious spammers, no
matter how subjective their ratings are.
In order to show the correlation between social relationships and trustworthiness scores, we
divide the number of relationships (both friendship and compliment) into seven consecutive ranges
in the ascending order. The relationship between the number of relationships and the percentage of
users, with trustworthiness scores below or above 0.5 and 0.9, respectively, is shown in Figure 3.5
and Figure 3.6. It is obvious that the ratios of users with high trustworthiness scores increase along
with the increase in the number of relation links. It supports the conclusion that users who are
more socially-active have higher overall trustworthiness scores.
Evaluations. For evaluating the experiment results, we adopt the idea presented in [65]. We first
rank all users based on their trustworthiness scores in descending order and selected the top-40
users and bottom-40 users. Then, we mix all the selected users together so that the results to
be evaluated demonstrate no relationship between the order and the trustworthiness scores. All
related reviews of the selected users were retrieved from the dataset for evaluation. Two human
evaluators were recruited for evaluation. They were all instructed with the background of review
spam detection and the evaluation criteria. The content of this task was to read the reviews and
manually assign a binary label of whether a user is suspicious or not based on their best judgments.
The process was conducted independently between the two evaluators. The agreement among
evaluators and results of the model are shown in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3. For example, in Table
3.2, evaluator 1 identified 20 suspicious users out of all 100 users (our model identified 40) and
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(a) % of users with tu < 0.5
(b) % of users with tu > 0.5
Figure 3.5: The relationship between the overall trustworthiness score and the number of friends
when tu is larger or smaller than 0.5
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(a) % of users with tu < 0.9
(b) % of users with tu > 0.9
Figure 3.6: The relationship between the overall trustworthiness score and the number of friends
when tu is larger or smaller than 0.9
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overlapping agreement with our model is 20. Results showed that both evaluators detected less
suspicious users but more normal users than the model did. The agreement between evaluators
was higher than the agreement between the evaluators and the model.
Table 3.2: Human Evaluation Agreement on Suspicious Users
Evaluator 1 Evaluator 2 Model
Evaluator 1 20 17 20
Evaluator 2 - 23 23
Model - - 40
Table 3.3: Human Evaluation Agreement on Normal Users
Evaluator 1 Evaluator 2 Model
Evaluator 1 60 54 40
Evaluator 2 - 57 40
Model - - 40
3.5 Discussions
Our experiment results show that the standard CF method is not as effective as expected, with
various possible reasons. First, one of the weaknesses of CF is that it is not attack-resistant [76, 78].
When review spammers post fake reviews on the system, the ratings of fake reviews significantly
affect the overall rating of the target items and mislead other users. As a result, it is difficult for
the CF model to achieve the expected accuracy. Moreover, these ratings deviate largely from the
majority. For their aspect, most of the users have a negative similarity with them. Therefore, the
rating predicted for them is not accurate, which further affects the overall performance of the CF
model. Our model, on the other hand, works under the assumption that review spammers tend to
be socially inactive. Many of them would be isolated or barely connected with other users in the
system. Our prediction model only aggregates the ratings from trusted users, which potentially
filters out the influence of spammers.
The second possible reason is that CF cannot address cold-start users, which are users just
joining the system with little review history. Relying on similarities to make predictions, CF is
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not effective for cold-start users because the similarities for them are not reliable. However, on
Yelp.com, users are notified when their friends on Facebook or other social networks are registered.
As a result, cold-start users without much review histories may have many social relationships to
support our model. In other approaches of spam detection, data of these users are typically removed
from datasets since it would be difficult to judge whether they are spammers or not. However, our
model can still effectively take them into account as long as social relationships exist.
Interestingly in our experiment results, some users with no social relationship still achieved a
high trustworthiness score. This is because we assume spammers have less social relationships,
but not vice versa. It does not necessarily mean that users with limited social relationships are
suspicious. If a socially-lazy user whose opinions on different items always agree with the majority,
he should be considered as not suspicious. While other models either remove these cases from their
detection or perform poorly, our model detects the socially-lazy user with high accuracy.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we study the problem of measuring users’ trustworthiness using contextual social
relationships that are available in several online review systems. We first present a trust-based
rating prediction algorithm using local proximity derived from social relationships, such as friend-
ships and complements relationships, using the random walk with restart. We then incorporate the
predicted ratings into a pseudo user-item matrix to overcome the sparsity problem and compute the
overall trustworthiness score for every user in the system, which is used as the spamicity indicator.
Experiments on the collected Yelp dataset show that the proposed trust-based prediction achieves
higher accuracy than standard CF method. Results also show a strong correlation between social
relationships and the computed trustworthiness scores.
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Chapter 4
Content-based Detection through Three-Layer Trust
Propagation
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we present our work of detecting review spammers using social relations
and rating deviations. Compared to numerical ratings, the content of a review obviously contains
more details and thus reflects the user’s opinion about the target business better. Therefore, study-
ing the content of the reviews definitely could help with the detection of review spammers.
However, utilizing the review content could be tough. The content of spam reviews does not
contain clear clues about email spamming, such as a malicious URL or a malicious attachment.
Therefore, it is difficult to establish the “ground truth” that distinguishes spam reviews from normal
reviews [132, 133, 86, 96]. Some studies recruited people from Amazon Mechanical Turk to create
synthetic spam reviews. However, these approaches were criticized because the quality of the tasks
completed on crowd-sourcing platforms is often lower than expected and the selected Turkers’
behavior may not resemble spammers’.
Many online review systems adopt deterrence-based or reputation-based detection approaches
to measure the quality of the reviews. For example, the “Verified Purchase” mechanism of Ama-
zon.com allows only customers who actually made the purchase to post reviews. A more generally
adopted approach is the “review of the review”, which allows users to rate a review or vote for
its “helpfulness”, and uses the ratings or vote counts as a measure to assess review quality. While
these mechanisms provide additional information about how helpful or trustworthy a review is,
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their limitations are also obvious. Similar to reviews, the “review of review” is a subjective judg-
ment and itself can also be faked. Moreover, it often suffers from inadequate user participation.
Surveys show that only a small portion of users provides reviews online. Furthermore, among
thousands of views of a review, only a few readers provide feedbacks. As a result, a large amount
of reviews has no helpfulness or usefulness rating at all.
On the other hand, detection-based mechanisms are considered more suitable since spam-
ming activities often demonstrate certain patterns. Many learning-based schemes have been pro-
posed to identify deceptive reviews and reviewers from textual features [45, 96, 88], temporal
features [24, 145], spammers’ individual or group behavior patterns [133, 88, 63], and sentiment
inconsistency [90]. The rationale behind these approaches is two-fold. Along the first direction,
detection models rely on the deviation in rating behaviors. Since the objective of opinion spam-
mers is to alter users’ perception of the quality of the target, they often generate a large number
of reviews with extreme ratings using different accounts. In this way, spammers can significantly
distort the mean rating. So, the detection focuses on rating-based features that reflect the deviation
from the aggregated rating (or the majority view) [65, 2] and other rating behaviors (e.g., change
of average rating over time, change of average ratings across groups of users, etc.). While these ap-
proaches have been used with success, they can be easily gamed by spammers who evolve to avoid
extreme rating behavior. Along the second direction, detection schemes rely on text features, such
as duplicated texts [45, 88], psycholinguistic deceptive characteristics [96], etc. These approaches
use spam reviews that are manually identified or created to train the classifiers, which introduce
expensive labeling costs. To make things worse, automated spam review generators based on deep
learning have been proposed recently [152], which leverage text features used in spam detection
for spam generation.
In this chapter, we propose to use the inconsistency in opinions expressed in one’s review and
the consensus opinions shared by a group of anonymous users to determine the trustworthiness of
a review and its reviewer. This is inspired by the approaches that identify opinion spams whose
ratings are inconsistent with the opinions expressed in the review text [65, 90]. Moreover, we target
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spams that are carefully crafted to evade existing detection mechanisms, rather than the ones with
simple duplication or obvious deceptive cues. An important assumption in our approach is that
in a healthy review system, benign users should always outnumber spammers, which is also the
assumption of any reputation-based systems. Therefore, the aggregated opinion from a majority
vote should reflect the actual quality of service/product on every aspect.
Definition 2. An aspect in a review refers to the term that expresses a ratable feature of the target
entity. The group of aspects with the same semantic concept is called a aspect category.
Although the majority views have some limitations in extreme cases, such as inertia against
sudden change of quality, we assume that in most cases the majority view reflects the facts effec-
tively.
Our scheme takes multiple deviation indicators into consideration and integrates the deviations
across all aspects to obtain an overall deviation. In particular, we present two approaches to extract
aspect-specific opinions. In the first approach, we trained a classifier with a small labeled dataset
using supervised learning. While achieving high accuracy, it is costly due to data labeling and rigid
as the aspect categories need to be pre-determined. To overcome the limitations, we developed an
unsupervised approach to extract aspects from review content. To effectively integrate the aspect-
specific indicators, we adopt a three-layer trust propagation framework, which was first proposed
in [130], to calculate trust scores for users, reviews, and the statements.
Definition 3. In our model, we define a statement as the aspect category-specific opinion of a
specific target.
Using the extracted opinions as input, the three-layer trust propagation framework iteratively
computes the trust scores and propagates them among users, reviews, and statements. The con-
verged trust score reflects the overall deviation of a user from the aggregated opinion across all the
aspects and all the reviewed targets, which we believe is a strong indicator of trust to distinguish
regular users and spammers.
The contributions of this chapter can be summarized in three aspects:
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1. We propose a novel aspect category-specific opinion indicator as a content-based measure to
quantify the quality and trustworthiness of review content. We focus on detecting carefully
composed opinion-wise deviated spam reviews, rather than typical spam reviews that can be
easily detecting using existing behavior-based or rating-based methods.
2. We propose a three-layer trust propagation model based on the intertwined relationships
between three types of nodes, users, reviews, and statements. Compared to other link-based
approaches [133] that utilized behavioral features such as rating deviation, our system takes
opinions of multiple aspect categories extracted from review content into account, which
captures the opinions expressed by users directly.
3. We develop an effective iterative computational framework for three concepts that model
the level of trustworthiness of the three types of nodes, namely, the honesty of users, the
faithfulness of reviews, and the truthfulness of statements. Compared to iterative frameworks
like [133, 130], our framework is not only based on the reinforcements between the three
concepts but also based on the level of consensus between individual opinion and aggregated
opinion.
4.2 Overview Problem and Our Solution
In this section, we first explain the review spamming problem with opinions. Then we present the
overview of our proposed content-based trust propagation framework.
4.2.1 Problem Overview
Rating deviation is widely used in previous review spamming detection approaches. It is a strong
indicator of spamming since the primary goal of the spammers is to promote or demote the target
entity by increasing or decreasing its average rating dramatically. However, rating deviation-based
detection scheme can be evaded. For example, the spammers can regulate their behavior by avoid-
ing inserting extreme ratings within a short period to change their temporal rating patterns. To
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tackle this problem, we propose an opinion deviation-based trust indicator as a new detection fea-
ture, which is robust to detection evasion.
Obviously, in an online review, the opinion of users is expressed not only in the rating of the
review but also in the review content. Some previous approaches compare the sentiment extracted
from the content of a review with its rating to look for inconsistent opinions and use it to detect
spam reviews. However, since conflicting opinions may be expressed in the reviews, these ap-
proaches are limited due to the poor performance of sentiment analysis especially when conflicts
exist.
4.2.2 Overview of Our Solution
For a specific review, only the words that contain expressions of opinions are valuable for analysis.
Therefore, in this work, we propose to treat a review as a set of ratable aspects with corresponding
sentiments. Since conflicting opinions in a review often regard different aspects of the target entity,
by dividing the review into sets of words regarding different aspects, our approach can effectively
address this problem. To do so, we first conduct opinion mining on the content of each review
to extract the opinions on a set of aspects. In particular, we propose a supervised learning based
approach and an unsupervised-learning based approach to extract opinions across a set of aspects
from a dataset of reviews collected from Yelp.com. Since the extracted opinions are on multiple
aspects, we can group opinions from different users on the same aspect of the target and com-
pute the aggregated opinion, which highly likely reflects the “fact” (e.g., the actual quality of the
reviewed entity on this aspect). Therefore, the deviation of a user’s opinion from the aggregated
opinion may reflect her trustworthiness.
To measure the influences on users’ trustworthiness due to opinion deviation, we propose a
three-layer trust propagation framework to compute the overall influences across multiple entities
and aspects. The higher the score is in the final output, the more trustworthy an entity is (user,
review, or statement), the details are discussed in Section 4.4. As shown in Figure 4.1, ui rep-
resents a user, ri represents a review, and ei represents an entity (e.g., a restaurant). For ease of
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ai the i-th aspect word
aci the i-th aspect category
li the i-th sentiment label
aou,e the aggregated opinion of user u to entity e
o an opinion vector
os an opinion status vector
h(n)(ui) honesty score of user ui in round n
f (n)(ri) faithfulness score of review ri in round n
t(n)(si) truthfulness score of statement si in round n
δ (n)(ui) opinion-based deviation of user ui in round n
ξ (ui,r j) the confidence of ui on ri about the target entity
ρ(ri,si) the relevant of ri to si
presentation, we list the notations of terms and their meanings in Table 4.1. Given an application
domain, users may be interested in only a few abstract aspects categories about the targets. For
example, in restaurant reviews, users are more interested in the food flavor and quality, price, ser-
vice, atmosphere, etc. In product reviews, users more concern about quality, lifetime, price, etc.
Each aspect category may consist of more specific aspects, which can be directly extracted by our
opinion mining algorithm. We use aci, j to represent the j-th aspect category of entity ei. Then, we
construct statements for each entity. Each statement is an opinion on a particular aspect category
of the entity, for example, “restaurant1-food-positive” is a statement that expresses the “positive”
opinion toward the aspect category “food” of entity “restaurant1”.
4.3 Aspect Category Specific Opinion Indicator
Existing content-based detection approaches take textual content of a review as input, which often
uses word-level features (e.g., n-grams) and known lexicons (e.g., WordNet[83] or psycholinguistic
lexicon [65]) to learn classifiers that identify a review as spam or non-spam. To train the classifier,
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costly and time-consuming manually labeling of reviews is required. Due to the subjectiveness
of human judgment and personal preferences, there is no readily available ground truth of opin-
ions. Therefore, a high-quality labeled dataset is difficult to obtain. Some existing work adopts
crowdsourcing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk to recruit human labeler, however, it
is pointed out the quality of the labeled data is very poor. Different from these approaches, our
opinion spam detection scheme utilizes the deviation of the majority opinion. Although biased
opinions always exist in UGC, we argue that a majority of users may be biased but honest, instead
of maliciously deceptive. This is based on an overarching assumption regarding reviewer behaviors
– that is the majority of reviews are posted by honest reviewers, as recognized by many existing
researches on opinion spam detection [65, 90, 2]. A news report [91] states that it is estimated
that among online hotel reviews, between 1% to 6% of positive reviews are fake. A recent study
shows that about 16% of the restaurant reviews on Yelp are filtered about Yelp’s filter [72]. The
fact that the functionality of the online review systems depends on the well-being of systems them-
selves makes it barely possible for spammers to dominate the review systems. We argue that if
this assumption does not hold, online peer review systems will be completely broken and useless.
Furthermore, hiring a huge number of spammers to dominate the opinions of the review systems
is very costly and infeasible. As a result, we propose to use the majority opinions as the “ground
truth”.
4.3.1 Aspect-based Opinion Extraction
Existing work [80, 87, 99, 39, 31] on opinion mining studies opinions and sentiments expressed
in review text at document, sentence or word/phrase levels. Typically, the overall sentiment or
subjectiveness of a review (document-level) or a sentence of a review is classified and used as a
text-based feature in spam detection. However, we consider these opinions are either too coarse or
too fine-grained. For example, opposite opinions are commonly expressed in an individual review.
It may be positive about one aspect of the target entity but negative about another. This is difficult to
capture using the document-level sentiment analysis. Therefore, the derived review-level majority
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opinion is inaccurate and problematic.
Another direction of approaches proposes to use opinion features that associate opinions ex-
pressed in a review with specific aspects of the target entity [36, 90]. Intuitively, these opinion
features are nouns or noun phrases that typically are the subjects or objects of a review sentence.
Example 2. In the review below, the underlined words/phrases can be extracted as opinion fea-
tures.
“This place is the bomb for milkshakes, ice cream sundaes, etc. Onion rings, fries, and all other
“basics” are also fantastic. Tuna melt is great, so are the burgers. Classic old school diner
ambiance. Service is friendly and fast. Definitely come here if you are in the area ...”
In some cases, users may comment on a large number of specific aspects about the target entity.
The derived opinion features are too specific and too fine-grained to form a majority opinion on
each feature, since other reviews about the same target may not comment on these specific features.
However, from the above example, we can see that opinion features such as “milkshakes”, “fries”,
and “burgers” are all related to an aspect category “food”. If we define a set of aspect categories,
opinion features about a same or a similar high-level concept can be grouped together.
Consider a set of reviews (R), which are written by a group of users (U) about a set of entities
(E). Each review r ∈ R consists of a sequence of words {w1,w2, ...,wnr}. Then, we can define a
set of m aspect categories ac = {ac1,ac2, ...acm}, each aspect category aci covers a set of aspects
ai that represent the same concept. For each aspect, correspondingly there is a sentiment polarity
label l = {l1, l2, ...lk}. As a result, for each review r, we can extract a set of aspect-sentiment tuple
< ai, li >. By aggregating the tuples that belong to the same aspect category together, we get the
the aggregated opinion for each aspect category < aci, li >. Combining aggregated opinions for all
commented aspect category, a final aggregated opinion aou,e = {< aci, li >} is used to represent
the aspect category-specific opinions of a user u towards a target entity e.
Typical sentiment polarity labels include “positive”, “negative”, “neutral”, and “conflict” [31,
104]. The “conflict” label captures inconsistencies within a review but does not provide any infor-
mation about the inter-review consistency, therefore we do not consider this label in our model.
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In this work, we use Yelp reviews as our dataset to study the credibility of users and their
reviews. We present two approaches for opinion extraction, supervised learning based and un-
supervised learning based. We first started with supervised learning methods as it is fast and
simple. With data labeled with aspect categories and corresponding sentiment, identifying the
aspect-sentiment tuples is quite straightforward. However, its limitations are also obvious. First,
getting data labeled requires human labor and is time-consuming. Second, the number and type
of categories are predefined due to the labeled data and the type of data can be applied is also
limited. The effort of adding a new category is often costly as it usually requires re-labeling the
data. On the other hand, with unsupervised learning, we gain the flexibility of identifying opinions
expressed in more aspect categories and the entire opinion mining process can be automated with
minimal human intervention. Although the unsupervised method may cause some loss of accuracy
in terms of aspect category compared to the supervised method, we can tolerate some inaccurate
classifications as our proposed framework doesn’t rely on output from a single category. Note the
outputs of these two types of methods are different, thus the results of the two approaches cannot
be combined.
4.3.2 Supervised Opinion Extraction
The study in [31] identifies six categories for restaurant reviews, food, price, service, ambience,
anecdotes and miscellaneous for review classification. We followed up the idea and define a small
set of aspect categories including four meaningful aspects food, price, service, and ambience for
restaurant reviews. We treat the opinion extraction as a classification problem and adopt the Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) supervised learning model for opinion extraction. We use the SemEval
dataset [104], which is a decent-sized set of labeled data for restaurant reviews, to train our clas-
sifier (see more details in Section 4.5). Our goal is to identify an adequate number of aspects that
are commonly expressed in reviews so that we can construct a credibility indicator from the aggre-
gated opinions. In fact, too many over-specific aspects complicate the credibility computing model
instead of improving it.
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Example 3. In the review below, the words with underline are aspects that belong to the category
“food”.
“This place is the bomb for milkshakes, ice cream sundaes, etc. Onion rings, fries, and all other
“basics” are also fantastic. Tuna melt is great, so are the burgers. Classic old school diner
ambiance. Service is friendly and fast. Definitely come here if you are in the area ...”
If we consider every single ratable aspect word as an aspect category, there will exist too
many categories. It is helpful to construct the aspect-specific indicators if we consider aspects that
represent the same concept separately. Therefore, we mainly focus on the four high-level aspect
categories rather than more specific aspect categories.
Besides the four major categories, we combine all other aspect category labels as a fifth cate-
gory miscellaneous. Also, using miscellaneous also helps improve the quality of classifications of
the first four categories (i.e., food, price, service and ambience) as the classifier will not misclassify
some irrelevant aspects into those four categories. We first applied the trained classifier on reviews
with sentence-level to identify the aspect categories each sentence is about. Note it is possible that
a sentence is about multiple aspect categories. For example, the sentence The burger here is pretty
good but the price is a bit expensive talks about two aspect categories, food and price.
Next, we conduct the aspect-specific sentiment classification upon the classified aspect-specific
sentences to obtain aspect-specific sentiment polarities. For each category, the classification is con-
ducted independently. For example, to determine the sentiment polarities of the “food” category,
we conduct a sentiment classification upon all sentences that have been classified into the cat-
egory “food”, and determine the aspect-sentiment tuples: “food-positive”, “food-negative”, and
“food-neutral”.
4.3.3 Unsupervised Opinion Extraction
The advantages of applying supervised learning methods for opinion extraction is fast and sim-
ple. With data labeled with aspect categories and corresponding sentiment, identifying the aspect-
sentiment tuples is quite straightforward. However, its limitations are also obvious. First, getting
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data labeled requires human labor and is time-consuming. Second, the number and type of cate-
gories are predefined due to the labeled data and the type of data can be applied is also limited.
The effort of adding a new category is often costly as it usually requires re-labeling the data. With
unsupervised learning, we gain the flexibility of identifying opinions expressed in more aspect cat-
egories and the entire opinion mining process can be automated with minimal human intervention.
However, abstract aspect categories are more difficult to define since they are domain-specific and
thus need to be carefully tuned for a given domain.
While the supervised approach can directly identify the aspect categories from a sentence or a
review, the approach using unsupervised learning consists of several steps.
Opinion Extraction with Dependency Relations. Rather than directly assigning classification
labels to a review, the aspect-specific opinions need to be explicitly identified. As mentioned
earlier, the objects (i.e., the aspect ai in the tuple) of an opinion feature are usually expressed as
nouns or noun phrases. On the other hand, the modifiers (i.e., the sentiment label li in the tuple) are
usually expressed as adjectives, adverbs, or verbs with sentiment orientations. Thus, the aspect-
sentiment tuple can be identified to search for certain patterns of POS tags. However, the object
and corresponding modifier may not necessarily occur close to each other in a sentence. Manually
defining POS tag patterns can be costly and inaccurate. Thus, in this work, we used dependency
relations [81] to parse and extract the qualified expressions.
A dependency relation is an asymmetric binary relationship between a term called head or
governor and another term called modifier or dependent [81]. As suggested in [143, 149], we
decided to use three types of dependencies, including “nsubj”, “amod”, and “dobj”, in the opinion
extraction process, denoting subject-predicate relations, adjectival modifying relations, and verb-
object relations, respectively.
Aspect Categorization. Unlike the supervised method, labels of aspect categories are directly
assigned by the classifier, the unsupervised method requires to group the extracted aspects that
are semantically similar to aspect categories. There are many ontology-based lexical tools like
WordNet [83] provides the synonyms of words. However, the limitation of these tools is that
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the concept-based synonyms provided are predefined and fixed. Also, a word usually has more
than one “senses” (treated as polysemy), calculating semantic similarity needs to find the correct
sense manually, which cannot be processed in an automatic manner. Another difficulty is that the
semantic similarities sometimes only exist in a certain context, for example, “steak” and “egg” are
semantically similar only in the context of restaurant reviews. Without the context, “steak” is more
related with meat while “egg” is more related with “bird”. In online reviews, this is often the case
with ratable aspects. Thus, the semantic similarity cannot be acquired from some predefined tools
but needs to be learned directly from the reviews. Topic modeling approaches are able to group
words in topics based on textual data, but the topics are usually not coherent enough to be used as
aspect categories.
In the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP), the existing work that studies the semantic
representation of words usually work under the assumption that words occurring within similar
contexts are semantically similar [37]. Vector-based models have been successful in representing
the semantic relationships among words. Conceptually, mapping words or phrases to vectors are
known as word embeddings. Models such as word2vec [82] and GloVe [103] have proved their
effectiveness and outperformed simple models in many NLP tasks.
In this work, we used the word2vec model to learn the word embeddings of all words occurring
in the reviews. With vector representations of aspects learned from the review, it is much easier
to compute the similarities. Intuitively, aspects that occur in similar context will have similar
embeddings. To group aspects into categories, we applied K-means, a widely-used clustering
algorithm is able to partition the data into k clusters based on feature similarity. We used the learned
word embeddings of all aspects as the features for K-means as the word embeddings capture the
semantic similarities well enough. The output clusters represent the aspect categories learned based
on the semantic similarities captured from the reviews.
Sentiment Orientation of Modifiers. After aspects categorized, the next task is to assign a sen-
timent label (i.e., li) to the corresponding modifiers extracted from the dependency relations. Al-
though we also obtained the word embeddings of the modifiers using word2vec, we cannot apply a
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clustering algorithm to group them into different sentiment labels. When word2vec is trained, the
sentiment orientation is not embedded in the training process, thus the obtained word vectors do
not contain information about the sentiment polarity. Actually, modifiers with opposite sentiment
polarities will both co-occur with certain target words frequently. For example, “expensive” and
“cheap” are of opposite sentiment polarities in terms of price. However, they may both occur in a
similar context. As a result, the similarity between their word vectors is high. If we apply K-means
on the word embeddings of the modifiers, “expensive” and “cheap” will be grouped in the same
cluster even though they have the opposite sentiment polarity for price.
Instead of utilizing the word embeddings with K-means, we used a widely-adopted opinion lex-
icon [39] to identify positive and negative modifiers. The lexicon contains two lists of words, one
with 2006 positive words and the other with 4,783 negative words. For each extracted modifiers, if
it is included in one of the lists, we assign the corresponding sentiment label to it. If the modifier
is not included in either of the lists, we ignore it. Note there is no list of words for the sentiment
orientation “neutral”, we will only have two types of sentiment labels in this unsupervised-based
setting, “positive” and “negative”.
4.3.4 Opinion Vector and Quality Vector
With opinion mining approaches, we can focus on the the extracted opinions and ignore the rest of
the words in the review. However, the opinions are still expressed in words, which is difficult to be
used in computation. Thus, to utilize the extracted opinions for further analysis, we quantify the
extracted opinions as an opinion vector.
Definition 4. An opinion vector o = [o1, ...,on] is a vector that captures the aspect category-
specific opinions and their corresponding sentiment polarities. n is the number of predefined aspect
categories.
Sentiment polarities are represented by element values, where a positive sentiment is denoted
by “+1”, a negative sentiment is denoted by “-1”, and neutral is denoted by “0” (if provided). Since
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a statement may not necessary to express an opinion about an aspect, we distinguish no opinion
expressed from a neutral opinion by defining a corresponding opinion status vector os to record
the observed status of each aspect category-specific opinion.
With the opinion vectors, we can aggregate the opinions on multiple aspects from all review-
ers of an entity to form four aspect-specific aggregated opinions. While aspect-specific opinions
are subject judgments and thus can be biased, the aggregated aspect-specific sentiments are highly
likely to reflect the true quality of the entity from a specific aspect. This is because individual biases
are typically smaller aspect level than at document-level, which is more affected by the weights
subjectively assigned by individuals to multiple aspects. In this sense, aspect-level bias can be cor-
rected by the majority view if the review amount is adequate. Furthermore, comparing with rating,
aspect category-specific opinions are more difficult to be tampered by opinion spammers, whose
review text are likely to be pointless, wrongly focused, or brief. Finally, the aggregated sentiments
are robust to correct the inaccuracy introduced by opinion mining models. Opinion mining often
suffers from precision problems, but our goal is to decide if the overall aspect-specific opinion is
positive, neutral, or negative. Although each individual input incurs a small uncertainty, the chance
to affect the overall value is very small. Based on these considerations, we derive the aggregated








In this way, the aggregated sentiment polarity of each aspect is mapped to the positive, neutral
(not included with opinions extracted using unsupervised method), and negative labels based on the
averages. The aggregated aspect category-specific opinion vector is considered a quality vector.
Example 4. The quality vector is the aggregation of the opinion vectors of a specific target.
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The quality vector can be used to determine the credibility of a user statement. Intuitively,
a statement is more credible and of higher quality, if it expresses a consistent opinion with the
aggregated opinion about one aspect of the target entity, and thus the reviewer is considered more
honest and trustworthy.
4.4 Content-based Trust Computation
We compute the aggregated aspect-specific opinion vector as a quality measure and use individual
aspect-specific opinion vector as a credibility (or trust) measure. To integrate trust measures across
multiple users and multiple entities, trust propagation models are commonly used [154, 130]. In
this work, we model the relationships and inter-dependencies between user, review, and the entity
being reviewed, and adopt a three-layer trust propagation model to compute the trust-related scores
for users, reviews, and aspect-specific statements iteratively.
4.4.1 The Three-Layer Trust Relationships
The three-layer trust propagation model was first introduced in [130] to measure the trustworthi-
ness of online claims and their sources, especially when conflicting information is provided by
multiple sources. Traditionally, this problem was modeled as a trust propagation problem using
the bipartite graph consisting of sources and evidences that support a same claim. In particular,
the trustworthiness of a source relies on the confidence of all the evidences that it provides to sup-
port its claims, and the confidence of a claim depends on the trustworthiness of all sources that
provide evidences to it. Different from the bipartite graph-based two-layer models, the three-layer
model introduces an additional intermediate layer to represent the influence on one evidence due
to another evidence of the same claim. As explained in [130], the inter-evidence interactions can
be used to model the similarity between two evidences so that similar evidences receive similar
trustworthiness scores.
We adopt the three-layer architecture to model the relationships among three types of nodes
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(i.e., users, reviews, and statements) in our review system, in which the inter-dependencies between
nodes and on the links are completely different from the ones in [130] and thus need to be re-
defined. The key idea of adopting the three-layer architecture is to use the intermediate layer to
model the inter-review interactions and the influence on one review due to the other reviews about
the same entity (or more precisely the same aspect of that entity).
Nodes. As shown in Figure 4.1, we denote a user, a review of a user, and a statement about a
target entity as ui, r j, and sk, respectively. Here, the statement is defined as an opinion expressed
on a particular aspect of the target entity. For example, a statement restaurant1− f ood− positive
expresses a positive opinion about the food of restaurant1.
Definition 5. We define three types of trust scores for the three types of nodes respectively. The
honesty score, denoted as h(ui), is assigned to each user node. The faithfulness score, denoted
as f (ri), is assigned to each review node. The truthfulness score, denoted as t(si), is assigned to
each statement node. The three types of trust scores take value between 0 and 1.
Edges. The edge from a user node to a review node means the user posts this review, and the edge
from a review node to a statement node represents the review supports this statement. As shown
in Figure 4.1, a user can post one review regarding multiple statements of the target entity (e.g.,
u2 posts r3 on s2 and s4 of entity e2) or multiple reviews about multiple entities (e.g., u1 posts r1
about e1 and r2 about e2), and multiple users can post reviews on the same aspect of a target entity
(e.g., u1 and u2 post r2 and r3 on s2 of e2, respectively). Finally, we use the double-arrow lines to
denote the inter-review influences on one review due to other reviews.
Interactions on Edges. There are four main types of interactions in our three-layer trust propa-
gation model: (1) The user-review edges represent the confidence of the user on the review about
the target entity, denoted as ξ (ui,r j). Therefore, the faithfulness of a review can be calculated as
f (ri) = h(ui)ξ (ui,r j), where ξ (ui,r j) is normalized by the maximal ξ (ui,r j) of all reviews posted
by ui. It measures the relative reliability of a particular review among all the reviews posted by a
same user who reviews multiple different entities. (2) The review-statement edges represent the
relevance of a review to a statement of the target entity, denoted as ρ(ri,si). Opinions expressed in
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Figure 4.1: The three-layer trust propagation model.
all reviews about a target entity regard multiple aspects of the entity. Given a statement si about a
particular aspect of the target, ρ(ri,si) measures how relevant the review ri is about the statement
and how strong the sentiment expressed in the review support the statement. (3) The review-review
edges in the inter-user context group reviews from different users on the same aspect of a target en-
tity. This leads to a voting strategy to aggregate specific opinions, in terms of positive, negative and
neutral, on each aspect of the reviewed entity. Thus, the deviation between the individual opinion
and the aggregated opinion provides useful information to distinguish normal users and spammers.
This is because benign users may express different opinions in some cases due to individual expe-
riences or subjectivity, only spammers continuously express an opposite opinion against the fact.
Therefore, in the inter-user context, the influences on a review due to other reviews about the same
statement of the target can be measured by its opinion deviation.
4.4.2 Trust Propagation and Trust Scores
As described in Section 4.4.1, three types of trust scores are defined for user, review, and statement
nodes. Similar to the approach presented in [130], the three trust scores can be computed iteratively
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over the trust framework following the interactions between the three types of nodes.
Basic Trust Propagation Model. In the basic model, we consider only the influences on the trust
score of each node due to trust scores of other connected nodes. We start with the faithfulness
score for the review, which represents the confidence in the trustworthiness of the review. Initially,
the faithfulness score of review ri is f (0)(ri). It can be set to 1, denoting an equal confidence
in the trustworthiness of all reviews, or estimated by other spamming detection algorithms based
on content, structure, or behavior-based features. We then update the faithfulness scores for all
reviews following the below equation:
f (n+1)(ri) = µ f (n)(ri)+(1−µ)h(n)(u(ri)) (4.2)
where µ ∈ (0,1) is an interpolation co-efficient that controls the bias of prior knowledge of f (r)
on future estimates of the review faithfulness.




[ f (n)(r j)×h(n)(u(r j))]
|R(si)|
(4.3)
where R(si) is the collection of all the reviews about statement si (on a particular aspect of the
target entity). From equation 4.3, we see that the truthfulness score of a statement si is relevant to
the average trustworthiness of all the reviews regarding the aspect expressed in the statement, and
the honesty scores of the users whose reviews are relevant to this statement.
Finally, the honesty score of a user depends on the average trustworthiness of all the statements







where S(ui) is the set of statements about which the user ui posts reviews.
From the equations above, it is obvious that three types of trust scores are influenced by each
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other following the edges that connect them and thus can be computed iteratively from an initial
setting.
Enhanced Model with User-Review and Review-Statement Interactions. We improve the basic
trust propagation model by integrating the confidence and relevance factors onto the user-review
and review-statement edges, respectively. In particular, we update equations 4.2 and 4.3 as bellow:




[ f (n)(r j)×h(n)(u(r j))×ρ(r j,si)]
|R(si)|
(4.6)
In the basic model, all reviews from the same user can be considered equally reliable. However,
reviews posted by the same user can have different ξ (ui,r j), if we consider factors such as review
length or the number of aspects covered in the review. This allows us to integrate detection features
adopted in other approaches into the trust propagation framework. If we assume all reviews are
written by users with unified confidence, ξ (ui,r j) can be set to a constant, e.g., 1. In general,
ρ(r j,si) measures the relevance (i.e., support) of review r j to statement si, which can be computed
using any sentiment analysis scheme that returns the confidence that a review expresses the same
opinion as the statement does. In this work, we extract the opinions as aspect-based vectors.
Therefore, ρ(r j,si) is set to 1 if r j has an non-zero value for the aspect element that the statement
is about, or 0 if otherwise.
It is worth noting that both models can be degenerated to the two-layer model by replacing
f (n)(r j) in equation 4.3 (or 4.6) with the corresponding form in equation 4.2 (or 4.5). This
is because these models do not capture the influences due to the interactions on the inter-review
edges.
Enhanced Model with Inter-Review Interactions. Finally, we integrate the inter-review inter-
actions into the enhanced model to build the complete three-layer trust propagation model that
captures all types of influences due to node connectivity and interactions on these edges.
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For a review ri, based on the deviation between its opinion about the aspect category of a
relevant statement s j (denoted as o(rui(s j),s j)) and the aggregated opinion of statement s j (denoted
as ao(s j)), we define a deviation function ∆(o(ri,s j),ao(s j)) as:
∆(o(ri,s j),ao(s j)) =

0, o(ri,s j) = ao(s j)
1, o(ri,s j) =−ao(s j)
0.5, otherwise
(4.7)
Corresponding, a sentiment support from a review to a statement can be defined based on the
consistency between o(rui(s j),s j)) and ao(s j). We define the support function as
supp(o(ri,s j),ao(s j)) = 1−∆(o(ri,s j),ao(s j)) (4.8)
Here, if the sentiment polarity expressed in the review on a specific aspect category is the same
as the sentiment polarity of the aggregated opinion of the statement (o(ri,s j) = ao(s j)), then we
say the review fully supports the statement. On the other hand, if the sentiment polarities between
a review and a statement are totally opposite (o(ri,s j) = −ao(s j)), i.e. positive and negative, or
negative and positive, we say the review rejects the statement. For all other cases, we say the
reviews partially support the statement.
The influence from the review-review edges in the inter-user context on the honesty score of a
user is caused by whether the aspect category-specific opinions towards a statement (i.e, o(ri,s j))
and the corresponding aggregated opinions (i.e., ao(s j)) is consistent or not. If a user’s review
supports the aggregated opinion and the statement has high truthfulness scores, this user will be
rewarded for being consistent with a highly trusted statement. However, being inconsistent with
the statement does not necessarily mean the user is dishonest. If a user’s review expresses an
opinion that rejects a statement with a low truthfulness score, this user should not be penalized
but rewarded. The influence of an individual deviation may not always lead to the correct penalty
or reward, however, based on our assumption that the benign users outnumber the spammers, the
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overall influence introduced by all deviations across multiple entities and aspects should reflect the
changes of trust scores correctly. Therefore, we consider the overall deviation for each user, and





d(t(n)(s j),supp(o(rui(s j),s j),ao(s j)))
|S(ui)|
(4.9)
where the function d models the deviation caused by the opinion difference expressed between
a user’s review and a statement and the trustworthiness of the statement. In particular, we de-
fined d for the supervised-learning based approach in equations 4.10 and equations 4.11 for the
unsupervised-learning based approach. 2x− 1 in both equations maps the score t(s j) from [0, 1]
to [-1, 1].
d(x,y) = − y∗ ln( e
2(2x−1)
1+ e2(2x−1)
)− (1− y)∗ ln( 1
1+ e2(2x−1)
) (4.10)
d(x,y) = − y∗ ln( e
2x−1
1+ e2x−1
)− (1− y)∗ ln( 1
1+ e2x−1
) (4.11)
The only difference between equations 4.10 and 4.11 is the coefficient used before (2x− 1),
which acts like an amplifier for the score t(s j). We can see that with more coarse-grained opinions,
adding an amplifier makes the deviation achieve similar results as in unsupervised setting. Based
on experimental exploration, we set the coefficient as 2.
We define the function d in this form so that the deviation decreases when the trust score t(s j)
is small, even when the support between rui and s j is 0. When the sentiment support is 1, the
deviation decreases when the score t(s j) is large. On the other hand, When the sentiment support
is 0.5, the deviation increases in both directions as t(s j) increases, but at a slower speed. Finally,





β + eδ (n+1)(ui)
(4.12)
The parameter β here controls the extent the score of a user ui is affect the his/her deviation
δ (ui). With smaller value of β , the score drops quicker as δ (ui) increases. The measurement
of trust is propagated along the structural connections. For example, a user’s honesty score is
dependent on the trustworthiness of the statements in his reviews, thus the trust is propagated from
his statements to the user himself, and further propagates to his reviews and back to his statements.
Each type of score gets feedbacks from the other two, which allows reinforcement based on the
connections among the nodes.
4.4.3 The Computational Framework
The scores of users, reviews, and statements are computed in an iterative computational frame-
work, as shown in Algorithm 2. In the beginning, the nodes of users, reviews, and statements
are generated from reviews data. The textual content of reviews are processed for extracting the
aspect category-based opinions. In each round, all nodes update their scores accordingly and do
normalization after all scores are updated. After the model converges, the final result is output as
the measurement of modeled trust for users, reviews, and statements.
For the convergence of the reinforcement-based iterative model, the two-layer model like
HITS [52] and PageRank [97] are proved to be converged using eigenvectors in the original papers.
As for three-layers, to the best of our knowledge, there is no mathematical proof in models with
similar structure [154, 130] as ours, since the three-layers models cannot be rewritten in matrix
form. During experiments, we observe that our three-layer model always converges. With opin-
ions extracted in the supervised setting, the model empirically converges in around 100 iterations.
With unsupervised setting, the model empirically converges in around 30 iterations. We infer the
reason that the model with opinions extracted from unsupervised methods converges faster is that
with finer grained opinions, the model is able to aggregate more information to compute the trust
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scores, and the changes of the propagated trust between two consecutive rounds are larger than the
ones in the supervised approach.
Algorithm 2: Framework for Three-Layer Trust Propagation
Input : Collections of users U , reviewsR, and statements S
Initial sentiment polarities for all statements in S
Parameters µ , β
Output: Honesty scores h(u) for all users in U
Faithfulness scores f (r) for all reviews inR
Truthfulness scores t(s) for all statements in S
repeat
Compute the faithfulness scores for all reviews using Equation 4.5
Compute the truthfulness scores for all statements using Equation 4.6
Compute the honesty scores for all users using Equation 4.12
Normalize each type of score with the largest as 1.0
until converged;
4.5 Experiments and Evaluations
We conduct several experiments on three different datasets of the Yelp reviews. In this section, we
will explain the design of the experiments and evaluate the performance of our proposed models
with experiment results and a case study.
4.5.1 Dataset
We used three datasets in the experiments. The first one is the SemEval-2014 dataset [104] pub-
lished in the Semantic Evaluation series, the second is a dataset that we crawled from Yelp.com in
2013, and the last one was shared by authors of [89].
The SemEval dataset contains 3,041 sentences from restaurant reviews, which we used to train
our classifier. In SemEval, each sentence is labeled with one or multiple aspect categories (i.e.,
food, service, price, ambience, and anecdotes/miscellaneous) and the corresponding sentiment
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polarities (i.e., positive, neutral, negative, and conflict). As discussed in Section 4.3, the “conflict”
sentiment category is not considered in our model. We then split this dataset in 4:1 ratio with a
training dataset and a testing dataset of 2,432 and 609 labeled sentences, respectively.
The Yelp dataset that we have crawled from Yelp.com in 2013 contains 9,314,945 reviews
about 125,815 restaurants in 12 U.S. cities, which were input by 1,246,453 users between 2004
and 2013. We extracted the data for the city of Palo Alto, California to test our content-aware
trust propagation models.It contains 128,361 reviews about 1,144 restaurants from 45,180 users.
To build the graph of our three-layer model, we conducted data cleaning to discard reviews that
do not contain aspect-specific opinion indicators. We also ignored the statements with less than
three related reviews and the users with less than three expressed statements and then adjusted the
corresponding relationships. After cleaning, the dataset used in the supervised approach contains
46,652 reviews from 2,184 users for 1,071 restaurants. The dataset used in the unsupervised ap-
proach contains 40,064 reviews written by 2,182 users for 1,034 restaurants. Although our datasets
contain rich information about the reviewers, such as the total number of reviews, average ratings,
social relationships, etc., we only used the review content in this study.
The Yelp dataset with flagged reviews collected by authors of [89] is also used to evaluate the
performance of our trust propagation model. It contains 788,471 reviews about 250,078 restaurants
from 35,430 users.
4.5.2 Supervised Opinion Extraction
We first train a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier for opinion extraction. For feature ex-
tractions, we used bag-of-words and extracted the tf-idf weights as features. The classifiers for
aspect categories and sentiment polarities were trained separately at the sentence level. A sin-
gle sentence may contain multiple aspect categories. Since SVM is a binary classifier, a trained
SVM classifier only classifies a sentence into one category, but cannot determine if it contains
multiple categories. So, we trained five binary one-vs-all SVM classifiers independently, one for
each aspect category, as suggested by [50]. Once we had the classified aspect categories, we ap-
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Table 4.2: The performance of aspect category classification.
Label Precision Recall F1-score Support Accuracy
food 0.81 0.78 0.80 238
0.844not_food 0.86 0.88 0.87 371
avg / total 0.84 0.84 0.84 609
price 0.91 0.62 0.73 65
0.952not_price 0.96 0.99 0.97 544
avg / total 0.95 0.95 0.95 609
service 0.82 0.69 0.75 122
0.906not_service 0.92 0.96 0.94 487
avg / total 0.90 0.91 0.90 609
ambience 0.83 0.52 0.64 84
0.920not_ambience 0.93 0.98 0.95 525
avg / total 0.91 0.92 0.91 609
anecdotes/miscellaneous 0.77 0.70 0.73 243
0.796not_anecdotes/miscellaneous 0.81 0.86 0.84 366
avg / total 0.79 0.80 0.79 609
plied the trained classifiers of sentiment on each category to obtain the category-based sentiment
polarities. As a results, one review may contain opinions about several aspect categories, such
as “food,positive”, “price,neutral”, “service,negative”, which are called aspect-specific opinions.
Therefore, the extracted opinion of a review consists of a set of aspect-specific opinions.
Extracted Aspect Categories. The results of aspect category classification are shown in Table
4.2, in which “avg” means the average of precision, recall, and f1-score, and “total” denotes the
total support of each category.
Among the five categories, the “anecdotes/miscellaneous” category has the worst precisions
and recalls, which is reasonable, since this category contains all aspects that cannot be classified
into any other categories. It is easier to determine what does not belong to anecdotes/miscellaneous
than to determine what does. As a result, the precision, recall, and f1-score of not_anecdotes/miscellaneous
are higher than anecdotes/miscellaneous itself. The “food” category is the most popular aspect
category in restaurant reviews, interestingly, it has the second-worst performance among the five
categories. This is partially due to the fact that there are too many different terms and aspects
representing food types. When using the tf-idf weights as features, it is difficult to have a unified
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Table 4.3: The classification performance of category-based sentiment polarities.
Label Precision Recall F1-score Support Accuracy
food,negative 0.39 0.36 0.38 33
0.740
food,neutral 0.50 0.04 0.07 25
food,positive 0.80 0.92 0.85 169
avg / total 0.71 0.74 0.70 227
price,negative 0.55 0.44 0.49 25
0.635
price,neutral 0.00 0.00 0.00 2
price,positive 0.67 0.81 0.73 36
avg / total 0.60 0.63 0.61 63
service,negative 0.66 0.69 0.67 48
0.698
service,neutral 0.00 0.00 0.00 7
service,positive 0.73 0.79 0.76 61
avg / total 0.66 0.70 0.68 116
ambience,negative 0.64 0.30 0.41 23
0.675
ambience,neutral 0.00 0.00 0.00 5
ambience,positive 0.68 0.92 0.78 49
avg / total 0.62 0.68 0.62 77
anecdotes/miscellaneous,negative 0.11 0.10 0.10 31
0.547
anecdotes/miscellaneous,neutral 0.60 0.49 0.54 96
anecdotes/miscellaneous,positive 0.60 0.73 0.66 107
avg / total 0.54 0.55 0.54 234
representation of the category. So, it is difficult to train an effective classifier for the food category
than the price or service categories.
Extracted Aspect-Specific Opinions. We present the results of sentiment classification in Ta-
ble 4.3. It shows only the performance of using SVM as the classifier for opinion mining, which
is not the evaluation of the performance of opinion mining on the Yelp dataset. Comparing to
the performance of aspect category classification, the performance of category-based sentiment
polarity classification is worse. This may because bag-of-words captures representative features
for categories better than capturing sentiment polarities. Sometimes, the sentiment polarities are
implicit and context-dependent. Moreover, since the category-based sentiment analysis takes the
classification results for aspect categories as the input, mistakes in the previous classification will
be amplified and affect the overall performance. It is worth noting that, despite all these issues, our
classification performance of sentiment polarity is still better than or comparable to the baseline
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and some approaches in the SemEval 14 contest [104].
4.5.3 Unsupervised Opinion Extraction
The trust propagation model takes the classification results of aspect categories and category-based
sentiment polarities as input. As discussed in Section 4.5.2, SVM does not yield the best results.
So, we examine the unsupervised classification models to improve the overall performance of our
model.
In unsupervised opinion extraction, we first parse the reviews using the Stanford PCFG parser [51]
to capture the dependency relations in parsing. Then, we computed the word embeddings to in-
clude the semantic meanings of words. In particular, we used Word2Vec [82] with the skip-gram
loss function to train our word embedding model, and used the Python library gensim [112] to im-
plement it. We chose skip-gram instead of CBoW since it performs better in semantic tasks [82].
Finally, we used K-means for aspect clustering and set the cluster number to 9 in the following ex-
periments. Among a few values we tried for the cluster number, it generated the most reasonable
results on our data.
Extracted Aspect Categories. In Table 4.4, we show the top-7 words of the nine clusters identified
in the unsupervised aspect extraction approach. From the table, we can see that the word2vec
model captures the semantic relationships between words and clusters them into meaningful aspect
categories. For example, the top-7 words in cluster 7 are spot, patio, location, space, area, etc.,
which represent a category about the “environment”. Similarly, words in cluster 9 such as music,
ambiance, atmosphere, interior, etc. represent a semantic category of “ambience”. As a result, we
used these most frequent words of each cluster to represent an aspect category.
4.5.4 Trust Propagation with Supervised Opinion Extraction
In supervised opinion extraction, we classified the reviews into five aspect categories. However, in
the experiments, we only used four categories in trust propagation, while the miscellaneous cate-
gory is ignored. The miscellaneous category contains a mix of opinions on multiple aspects that
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Table 4.4: The aspect categories extracted from aspect clustering.
1 visit, favorite, experience, star, rating, review, trip
2 drink, dish, food, juice, entree, appetizer, meal
3 veggie, rice, fish, wrap, roll, steak, burger
4 date, evening, night, event, party, occasion, birthday
5 yogurt, cream, dessert, cupcake, ice-cream, cake, pie
6 bartender, waitress, waiter, server, table, complaint, job
7 spot, patio, location, space, area, room, parking
8 choice, selection, size, amount, variety, type, combination
9 music, decor, service, ambiance, atmosphere, vibe, interior
cannot be classified into the other four categories. Therefore, it is often the case that one user’s
opinion classified as “miscellaneous” is about an entirely different aspect from another user’s opin-
ion on “miscellaneous”. As a result, this category cannot contribute much to trust measurement.
However, it is necessary to keep the miscellaneous category in opinion extraction so as to improve
the precision of the other four categories.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.2: Distributions under the aggregate opinion setting: (a) the distribution of honesty score




Figure 4.3: Distributions under the positive opinion setting: (a) the distribution of honesty score
for users; (b) the distribution of faithfulness score for reviews; (c) the distribution of truthfulness
score for statements.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.4: Trust scores distributions with synthetic data: (a) the distribution of honesty score for
users; (b) the distribution of faithfulness score for reviews; (c) the distribution of truthfulness score
for statements.
In the experiments, we adopt two initialization settings for the statements. The three-layer
model is constructed based on the structural relationships among users, reviews, and statements.
A statement is an aspect-specific opinion expressed in the review of a user about a restaurant.
For example, user u1 writes a review that a restaurant provides good services, from which we
can extract a “service, positive” statement, while user u2 feels opposite so his review expresses
a “service, negative” statement. Obviously, with three sentiment polarities, there could be three
statements for each restaurant on each aspect category. To reduce the complexity, we keep at
most one statement for each restaurant on each aspect category in the framework and remove the
other two. This could be done by considering the support from a review to a statement. For
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example, if the “service, positive” statement is selected, the support from a review expressing
“service, negative” will be set to 0. To determine which statements remain in the trust propagation
framework, we considered two different settings in the experiments. In the first setting, we kept
only the statements that express the aggregate opinions (i.e. the opinions shared by the majority
of the users) for each aspect category. In the second setting, we initiate all the statements with the
positive polarity, which means all the positive statements are kept in the framework. Finally, for µ
and β , we set their values to 0.5 and 1.0, respectively.
Trust Scores. We calculate the three types of trust scores under two initialization settings of the
statements. Firstly, we studied the distributions of trust scores under two settings. As shown in
Figure 4.2(a) and (b), both the honesty scores for users and the faithfulness scores for reviews
follow the normal distribution with the mean around 0.75. This implies that some users may be
biased or dishonest, but most of the users and their reviews are trustworthy. The distribution of the
truthfulness scores for statements is shown in Figure 4.2(c), which is somehow skewed and pushed
towards 1. This means most of the claims are highly truthful, which is reasonable since they are
initialized under the aggregate opinion setting, representing the opinions of the majority.
On the contrary, when we initialize all the polarities of the statements as positive, we intend
to include some false statements in the framework. Intuitively, they should receive much lower
support from truthful users, and they are expected to have low truthfulness scores. This is proved
by the experiment as shown in Figure 4.2(f). Comparing to 4.2(c), quite a few statements have
truthfulness scores lower than 0.5, while the statements with positive aggregate opinions still re-
ceive high truthfulness scores. It is worth noting that the changes in statement trust scores do not
mean our model is sensitive to initialization. It simply shows that our trust propagation model is
effective in capturing and penalizing the untruthful statements by giving low scores to them.
From 4.2(d) and (e), we can see that the honesty and faithfulness scores still demonstrate the
normal distribution under the second setting. Comparing to 4.2(a) and (b), the absolute scores
of individual users and reviews change slightly, since users are affected by the false statements
at different levels. However, the shape of the distribution and the relative ranking do not change
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Table 4.5: The average truthfulness scores of the statements under two initialization settings.





Table 4.6: Statistics of honesty scores using supervised opinion extraction and synthetic data.
Synthetic type Min Average Median Max
Support 0.916 0.947 0.950 0.985
Reject 0.661 0.691 0.692 0.718
much, which indicates our model is still robust to initialization settings.
Then, we compared the average truthfulness scores of four aspect categories to understand the
influence of initialization settings. As shown in Table 4.5, in both settings, the statements about
the food category received the highest average scores. Among the four categories, the scores of
the “price” and “service” categories under the second initiation setting are smaller than the ones
under the first setting. We observed quite a few positive statements about these two categories
received lower trustfulness than positive statements about the other categories, which indicates the
opinions on “price” and “service” are more controversial and subjective. In the second setting,
these categories are more likely to be penalized more.
Evaluations. To evaluate the performance of our model, we did experiments with synthetic data
and human evaluators under the first initialization setting. We first created a small synthetic dataset
of 20 users, who were randomly chosen from our dataset. We manually changed their reviews so
that 10 users’ reviews fully support the statements relevant to their reviews, and the other 10 users’
reviews fully reject all the statements. With this synthetic dataset, we aim to see if the model
correctly rewards the “truthful” users who agree with the majority of the others and penalizes
“untruthful” users who always deviate from the majority opinions.
From Figure 4.4(a) and (b), we can see two obvious clusters based on the trust scores for users
and reviews. As expected, the 10 users who fully rejected the statements obtained smaller trust
scores than others. Meanwhile, comparing to Figure 4.2(a), the scores of the remaining users,
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including the other 10 user with synthetic data and the users from the original dataset, increased
obviously. This is a side effect introduced by the 10 users who fully supported the statements.
This indicates when there are more truthful users in the system, the model could better distinguish
the truthful users from the spammers. We further show the average as well as the maximum
and minimum honesty scores of the two synthetic groups in Table 4.6, which demonstrates the
distinction between two groups as expected.
Next, we recruited three human evaluators to test the performance of our model. To generate
the evaluation dataset, we randomly selected 20 users from our dataset and randomly selected 8
reviews for each user. In each test, we presented two users and their reviews together as a test
set to the evaluators. In each evaluation, we gave the evaluators 20 tests, which were randomly
selected from a total of 190 test sets. The human evaluators were asked to read all the reviews
of the two users and rank them based on their relative honesty. Then, we compared evaluators’
judgments with the user honesty scores calculated by our model. We considered a judge agrees
with another if both ranked the two users in the same way. Finally, we measured the agreements
between every two evaluators and between each evaluator and our model and presented the results
of one evaluation in Table 4.7.
Overall, the agreement between our model and the human evaluators are low, with an average
of 53.3%. This is because the evaluators had difficulties in telling if one user is more honest than
the other only from the 16 reviews. As we can see, the agreements between human evaluators
are almost the same, which indicates the evaluators did not reach a consistent judgment among
themselves. This is not very surprising since we have observed that human judgment is not reliable,
when the content of the reviews is carefully crafted to avoid obvious content-based spamming
cues. In fact, the reviews used in the evaluation has already been filtered by the Yelp Filter, which
is a proprietary filter developed by Yelp.com [41, 40]. While Yelp does not reveal its filtering
mechanism, some study [89] shows that the Yelp filter is likely to use behavioral features such as
review length, rating deviation, percentage of positive reviews, etc. to filter out suspicious reviews.
Therefore, the reviews we presented to human evaluators had few behavioral features to help them
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Table 4.7: The agreements between our model and human evaluators.
Our model Evaluator 1 Evaluator 2 Evaluator 3
Our model – 12 10 10
Evaluator 1 – – 10 10
Evaluator 2 – – – 12
in the judgment. This is also the reason that we propose to develop the model based on the deviation
in aspect-specific opinions instead of the content-based features used in previous approaches.
4.5.5 Trust Propagation with Unsupervised Opinion Extraction
In this experiment, the opinions extracted from the unsupervised-based approach were input into
the trust propagation model to calculate the opinion vectors and quality vectors. We used the 9
aspect categories as shown in Table 4.4, and set the values of µ and β to 0.5 and 1.0, respectively.
Similar to the experiment in Section 4.5.4, we also adopted two initialization settings, one with
statements of the majority opinions and the other with statements of positive opinions.
Trust Scores. We compute the trust scores for users, reviews and statements under two settings.
Similar to the experiments with supervised opinion extraction, the honesty scores and faithfulness
scores under two settings tend to be normally distributed, as shown in Figure 4.5 (a) and (b) as
well as in 4.6 (d) and (e). Comparing to Figure 4.2, the mean honesty and faithfulness scores with
unsupervised opinion extraction are larger than the ones with supervised opinion extraction.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.5: Distributions under the aggregate opinion setting: (a) the distribution of honesty scores




Figure 4.6: Distributions under the positive opinion setting: (a) the distribution of honesty scores
for users; (b) the distribution of faithfulness scores for reviews; (c) the distribution of truthfulness
scores for statements.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.7: Trust score distributions with synthetic data: (a) the distribution of honesty scores for
users; (b) the distribution of faithfulness scores for reviews; (c) the distribution of truthfulness
scores for statements.
Evaluations. Similarly to the evaluations of the model with supervised opinion extraction, we
conducted two evaluations, one with synthetic data and the other with human evaluators.
We take the same process as described in Section 4.5.4 to prepare the synthetic data. The dis-
tributions of the honesty, faithfulness and trustfulness scores for users, reviews, and statements are
shown in Figure 4.7. The honesty and faithfulness scores also demonstrated the cluster effect –
the 10 users who fully rejected the statements obtained clearly lower scores than others. Table 4.8
shows the average, median, maximum and minimum scores of the two groups of users with syn-
thetic data. From the table, we see that all the users supporting the aggregate opinions obtained
very high honesty scores, while all the users rejecting the aggregate opinions were penalized much
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Table 4.8: Statistics of honesty scores using unsupervised opinion extraction with synthetic data.
Synthetic type Min Average Median Max
Support 0.940 0.966 0.965 0.982
Reject 0.733 0.751 0.749 0.780
more. The results show a similar tendency as the results with supervised opinion extraction.
Five human evaluators were recruited to evaluate the model with unsupervised opinion ex-
traction under the setting with aggregate opinions. We provided a short training to the human
evaluators with information about how to determine a review is trustful from its content. Then,
we randomly selected 10 restaurants from our dataset, and randomly selected 4 reviews for each
restaurant. In particular, the four reviews included three reviews with high faithfulness scores and
one review with a low faithfulness score. In each test, we presented one restaurant and its four
reviews to the evaluator and asked them to select the one that appeared to be the most suspicious
review to them. The four reviews were displayed in a random order to eliminate the correlation
between the review score and the display order.
Each evaluator completed 10 tests and thus selected 10 most suspicious reviews with her best
judgments. We measured the agreements between our model and each evaluator, as well as the
agreements between every two evaluators. As shown in Table 4.9, our model is consistent with
the judgments of human evaluators and achieves an overall agreement ratio of 72%. Meanwhile,
the evaluators agreed with each other in deciding the most suspicious review for each restaurant
and achieved an overall agreement of 69%. The purpose of this evaluation is to verify whether
humans agree with our model’s results about reviews’ trustworthiness by reading the content of
reviews and checking the expressed opinions. The evaluation result shows that our model achieves
quite good agreements with human evaluators. In addition, the agreements between our model and
human evaluators are quite comparable with the agreements among evaluators themselves.
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Table 4.9: The agreements between our model and the evaluators.
Our model Evaluator 1 Evaluator 2 Evaluator 3 Evaluator 4 Evaluator 5
Our model – 8 7 9 5 7
Evaluator 1 – – 9 8 6 8
Evaluator 2 – – – 7 6 7
Evaluator 3 – – – – 5 7
Evaluator 4 – – – – – 6
4.5.6 Evaluation on the Dataset with Yelp Flagged Reviews
To further evaluate our model, we performed experiments on a separate dataset with flagged Yelp
reviews, which was collected and published by authors of [89].
Dataset. This dataset contains 788,471 reviews about 250,078 restaurants from 35,430 users.
Among the 788,471 reviews, 8,303 reviews were “flagged” by the Yelp filter [41]. These reviews
were written by 7,118 users about 98 restaurants in Chicago, Illinois. Therefore, to build the dataset
for evaluation, we used the 8,303 reviews as the “seeds” to extract all the restaurants reviewed by
the 7,118 users as well as all the reviews and reviewers of these restaurants. The final evaluation
dataset contains 100,290 reviews about 16,782 restaurants, which were submitted by 34,785 users.
The Behavior-based Detector. The authors in [89] proposed a detection approach that combined
n-gram with behavioral features such as maximum number of reviews, percentage of positive re-
views, review length, reviewer rating deviation, and maximum content similarity to identify spam-
ming reviews [89]. They used the aforementioned dataset and treated the “flagged” reviews as the
“ground truth” for spamming reviews. Their results are shown in Figure 4.8 (b), where P, R, F1,
and A denote Precision, Recall, F1-score, and Accuracy, respectively. According to their results,
bigrams combined with behavior features achieved the highest accuracy and F1 score of 85.7%
and 86.1%, respectively.
This approach and several others following this direction treat spam detection as a classification
problem, in which the performance of the classifiers highly depends on the quality of the training
data. However, in our study of the flagged reviews, which were labeled or detected as spam in [89],
we find several reviews are currently “unflagged” by the Yelp filter and publicly visible. These
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Figure 4.8: The performance of the behavior-based detector in [89].
reviews receive medium to high ranks in our system, while they were marked as spam in [89]. In
fact, reviews flagged by the Yelp filter may not only include spam reviews [41]. Moreover, from
the above behavior features, we can see that the detector in [89] could be evaded by sophisticated
spammers who write lengthy reviews, avoid simple duplication and extreme rating behaviors. If
such advanced spam reviews exist in the dataset, we are not sure how many of them were correctly
flagged by the Yelp filter in 2013.
Evaluation Metrics. As explained above, the flagged reviews cannot be used directly as the
ground truth. So, we select a smaller set of more suspicious users with higher confidence to
be the ground truth for evaluation. For each flagged review in the evaluation, we calculate the
flagged ratio of its reviewer as the percentage of flagged reviews among all his/her reviews. This
ratio reflects how suspicious a user is from the view of the Yelp filter. On the other hand, our
model measures the degrees of trustworthiness of the reviews, users, and the aspect-specific review
statements with three types of trust scores. So, we define another metric to evaluate users’ honesty
scores calculated by our model. We define the deviation ratio for the user as the percentage of
reviews with aspect category-specific deviations among all his/her reviews. This ratio reflects the
overall deviation level of a user from the view of opinion mining. Then, we rank the users based on
their honesty scores in the descending order and study the bottom-100 set, which contains the most
suspicious spammers identified by our model. We define the bottom-100 ratio as the percentage of
users who fall into the bottom-100 set. This ratio reflects the overall suspicious level of a certain
group of users from the view of our trust propagation model.
Evaluation Results. In this evaluation, we want to study the users who are likely to be the spam-
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mer. So, we target the set of users whose reviews were flagged by the Yelp filter. However, besides
spamming, the reviews may be flagged due to other illegitimate content. Also, some may not con-
tain aspect-specific opinions, for example, empty or very short reviews with 5-star ratings. There-
fore, we identified a small set of users whose flagged reviews are meaningful, reflecting opinions
on one or multiple aspects. In particular, we extracted the aspects from the reviews and filtered out
the ones whose content does not cover any aspect. We further compared the opinions in each re-
view with the aggregated opinions, and keep the ones deviating from the aggregated opinions. This
reduced the set to 123 flagged reviews from 121 users with the supervised method and 82 flagged
reviews from 77 users with the unsupervised method. These users are more suspicious than others
in the evaluation dataset viewed by both the Yelp filter and our model. Then, we calculated the
deviation ratio and the flagged ratio for each user. We use the average values of these two ratios
and the bottom-100 ratio as the measurements of the selected users. The results are shown in Table
4.10. We can see that the model with unsupervised opinion mining got larger flagged ratio and de-
viation ratio than the supervised one. As a result, the bottom-100 ratio with unsupervised opinion
mining is much higher. The reason is that the opinion mining with unsupervised method considers
more aspects than the supervised method. When determining if there is aspect-wise deviation, the
unsupervised method is more fine-grained.
Table 4.10: The evaluation results of the selected suspicious users for supervised and unsupervised
opinion mining
Avg. Deviation Ratio Avg. Flagged Ratio Bottom-100 Ratio
Supervised 0.2297 0.0526 0.0248
Unsupervised 0.5769 0.2426 0.2727
Case Study. We further investigate the other users who were ranked to the bottom 100 by our
model to see if they are suspicious spammers and how suspicious they are.
Since there is no ground truth, we analyze all the information that we can find about the user,
including user profiles, interactions with other users in Yelp, the reviews that are not included in the
evaluation dataset, etc. Some users have weak personal profiles with little personal information.
Most of these users have no friends and never interact with others. Some of them demonstrate
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extreme rating patterns. These are indicators of spamming accounts as recognized by other works.
We show two weak user profiles in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 respectively. For privacy reasons, we
removed user names, emails, and IDs of the profiles. Both profiles use the default profile picture
and have no friends nor photos, indicating the least effort in maintaining their online images.
Moreover, the user in Figure 4.9 has reviewed 32 restaurants. 81.3% of his reviews have either
5-star ratings or 1-star ratings, which demonstrates extreme rating behavior.
Among the flagged reviews, we further find that several of them are now publicly visible on
Yelp, which means they are no longer flagged by the Yelp filter. Figure 4.11 shows two examples
of such reviews. Both reviews were previously flagged, but now can be found via content search
in the restaurant pages. From the review content as well as the information about user profile and
activities, we fail to find any cue indicating spamming. This shows that not all the flagged reviews
used in [89] are spam reviews and the approach of using the flagged reviews as the labeled ground
truth is problematic.
Figure 4.9: Case study: example of weak Yelp profile 1.
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Figure 4.10: Case study: example of weak Yelp profile 2.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.11: Case study: reviews previously flagged by the Yelp filter but publicly visible now.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we study the problem of inferring trustworthiness from the content of online re-
views. We first apply opinion-mining techniques using both supervised learning and unsupervised
learning algorithms to extract aspect category-specific opinions expressed in the reviews. Then,
we integrate the opinions to obtain opinion vectors for individual reviews and statements. Finally,
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we develop an iterative content-based computational model to compute honesty scores for users,
reviews, and statements. According to the results, there exist differences of statement truthfulness
across different categories. Our model shows that the trustworthiness of a user is closely related to
the content of his/her reviews.
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Chapter 5
Neighborhood-based Social Bot Detection
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3 and 4, we present our study of measuring trust and credibility using rating deviation
and textual content respectively for online review systems like Yelp. In this chapter, we introduce
our work of social bot detection in OSNs like Facebook and Twitter. These platforms are also easy
targets for attacks as they provide convenient platforms for users to share content freely online and
have attracted huge numbers of users.
Social bots are accounts created by human or automated scripts and controlled by algorithms to
generate content and establish interactions [11, 28, 18]. The existence and activities of social bots
have been observed in social networks in the past few years [11, 60]. Some social bots are benign
and helpful, they are usually adopted by companies for marketing purpose and customer care. In
this work, we mainly focus on the bots that are created for malicious intents. This kind of bots are
essentially content polluters and their presence can endanger the online ecosystems. Social bots
are usually deployed to promote harmful information [10, 28], harvest users’ privacy data [11],
and infiltrate OSNs [11]. The problem of social bots is not platform-specific and happens across
different culture. Twitter has a long-lasting bot problem. The famous Chinese microblogging
service Weibo has devoted numerous resources into fighting against the “water army”.
The existence and activities of social bots tamper the welfare of OSNs, thus the detection of
social bots is an important endeavor and has attracted the attention of both industry and academia.
For example, Twitter has updated its reporting process to let users to report suspicious tweet and
suspended millions of accounts for violating its policies on malicious and spamming behavior
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[126]. While it is beneficial to encourage users to get involved in the protection of the ecosystems,
the reporting mechanism heavily relies on the participation of users and requires manual labor. On
the other hand, automatic methods mainly utilize the behaviors of the users themselves. However,
as mentioned previously, the spammers are capable of learning and changing the behaviors to evade
the detection models. It is the same with social bots and it is not hard for social bots to change the
behavioral patterns as the activities of bots are controlled by algorithms.
Since social bots are capable of faking human behaviors, it is desirable to build a detection
scheme that takes factors other than individual behaviors into account. For a specific user, the
interactions among other users in his neighborhood are not controlled by the user himself. Thus,
the patterns of interactions in the neighborhood are difficult to fake for social bots. In this chapter,
we propose our social bot detection scheme that utilizes the neighborhoods formed around users.
We extract features by studying the properties of users’ neighborhoods. Through experiments
with both supervised and unsupervised methods, we show that our proposed neighborhood-based
features are helpful for social bots detection.
5.2 Problem Formulation and Overview of Solution
In this section, we first formulate the problem of bot detection by overviewing the existing solu-
tions. Then we present the high-level idea of our solution.
5.2.1 Problem Formulation
Existing social bot detection techniques mainly focus on behavioral patterns of bots. A large num-
ber of proposed methods aim to automatically detect bots based on machine learning systems that
utilize features that are extracted from users’ descriptive information [34, 123, 60, 129] such as
length of description, number of friends, number of tweets, etc; or abnormality in behavioral pat-
terns, including reading and writing actions [122], time between two consecutive tweets [129], and
link creation timestamps [151]. The problem of these systems is that the features or abnormalities
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are dependent on the behaviors of the individuals and can be manipulated. Bots are continuously
evolving to be deceptive [28] as they are designed to appeal “normal” [11] and learn to mimic the
human behaviors to confuse the existing detection approaches [43].
Another type of approaches is based on graph-theoretic techniques and relies on examining
the structure of the social graph [14, 146, 100]. These approaches usually assume that legitimate
users usually refuse to connect with unknown users or a user who connects with a legitimate user
is considered to be legitimate itself [28]. However, it is proven to be wrong from both sides.
From the side of social bots, it is beneficial for them to establish large numbers of connections
to mimic human behavior [11]. On the other hand, experiments have shown that legitimate user
would connect with strangers or accept friendship requests indiscriminately [11, 20, 123, 60]. For
instance, the authors of [60] set up several Twitter-based social honeypots to attract social bots for
research purposes. Among all the “harvested” users, they found that not all of them are spammers
or malicious promoters, some of the attracted users were legitimate users who took advantages of
the reciprocity in following relationships on Twitter. Reciprocity means if a user A follows another
user B, then user B may follow user A back as a courtesy. Some previous work [84, 137] have
shown that reciprocity is not uncommon in online social networks in terms of forming connections,
indicating that the graph structure would not be effective as an indicator for distinguishing bots and
legitimate users.
Given the context that social bot would fake human behaviors and the reciprocity of forming
relationships exist in OSNs, we conducted a preliminary study on Twitter to study the behaviors
of social bots. We have acquired a list of social bots and legitimate users. The detail of how
we obtained the list is explained in Section 5.7. We first discovered a similar phenomenon of
reciprocity between legitimate users and social bots. We searched the usernames of several social
bots on Twitter and found out that legitimate users would follow social bots back.
Example 5. Figure 5.1 shows an example that legitimate users tweeting or replying a social bot
about following back. For privacy reasons, we have removed all the profile pictures and usernames.
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Figure 5.1: An example of users follow back a social bot on Twitter
Besides discovering that legitimate users sometimes would connect with social bots on OSNs,
we also conducted a structural analysis to show that social bots may have similar properties as
legitimate users. In terms of degree distributions in OSNs, study [3] have shown that OSNs like
Twitter can be considered scale-free networks.
Definition 6. A scale-free network refers to a network that its degree distribution follows a power-
law [141], meaning fraction of nodes with degree d follows a power-law d−γ .
Figure 5.2 shows a curve that follows a power-law distribution. The trend shown in the curve
is that as the number of degrees (i.e., d) increases, the portion of nodes with such number (i.e.,
P(d)) of degree decreases drastically. This heavy-tailed degree distribution reveals one of the most
notable properties of a scale-free network that the portion of nodes with smaller degree greatly
exceeds the nodes with a much larger degree.
Figure 5.2: An example of power-law distribution P(d)∼ d−γ
For a specific user, his personal network formed by other users who are connected to him can
be considered a subgraph of the entire social graph. To study and compare the overall structural
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features of the networks between legitimate users and social bots, we conducted an analysis using
degree distribution. We randomly chose nine social bots and nine legitimate users on Twitter for
this preliminary study. For each user, we formed his network by considering the users who follow
and are also followed by this user. The relationship between the value of degree d and the fraction
of nodes with degree d (i.e., P(d)) are shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 for bots and legitimate
users respectively.
Figure 5.3: Degree distributions from nine randomly chosen bots. In each figure, the x-axis repre-
sents the value of degree d and y-axis represents P(d), the fraction of nodes with degree d
Figure 5.4: Degree distribution from nine randomly chosen legitimate users. In each figure, the x-
axis represents the value of degree d and y-axis represents P(d), the fraction of nodes with degree
d
The shapes of scatter plots show that the degree distributions of networks of both bots and
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legitimate users roughly follow the power-law distribution, meaning that the networks formed by
bots and legitimate users are all close to scale-free networks.
From the discussions presented above, a social bot detection scheme that does not rely on
behavior features that are easy to be manipulated is highly desirable.
5.2.2 Solution Overview
To prevent the influence of manipulated behavioral patterns, we need to take the factors that are
hard to be controlled by individuals into account. In this work, we identify that behavioral patterns
of other users in a given user’s network are difficult to be manipulated or faked. Thus, for a
specific user in the social network, we focus on the users who are connected to the user instead of
the user himself. Before presenting our approach, some preliminary concepts need to be defined
and introduced.
Ego Network and Neighborhood. Ego network is widely used in social network analysis. Com-
pared to ordinary social networks that focus on the global structures, it takes an ego-centric view
on the surrounding network for a specific user.
Definition 7. An ego network refers to the network formed by a focal node, known as the ego,
and the nodes, known as the alters, that are directly connected to the ego plus the connections, if
any, among the alters.
Definition 8. The connection between two users refer to the basic link formed between them.
On most OSNs, the connections refer to the basic friendship relationship. In an ego network,
the connections could either be directed or undirected. For example, on Facebook, two users are
connected if they are friends (undirected). While on Twitter, the connections refer to the follow-
ing/follower relationship (directed). In this work, we also call the ego network of a user as his
neighborhood.
Definition 9. For a given user, his neighborhood refers his ego network. More specifically, we
call the user himself (i.e., ego) as the seed user and the users inside his neighborhood (i.e., alters)
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as the one-neighborhood-user (onn-user).
Example 6. Figure 5.5 demonstrates a simplified example of the neighborhood of a seed user
within a larger network. The node filled in black represents the seed user. The onn-users and users
outside the seed user’s neighborhood are represented as nodes filled in grey and white represent
respectively. The lines represent the connections between nodes.
Figure 5.5: A simplified example of the neighborhood of a seed user within a larger network
Social Bot Detection via Neighborhood. On social networks, the users will interact with each
other in various ways that the social network supports. For example, on Twitter, a user can interact
with another user in ways including like, reply, and retweet.
Definition 10. The interactions between two users refer to the activities of communications (ex-
cept building connections) between them in the way the OSN supports.
Besides the interactions between the seed user and his neighborhood, users within the neigh-
borhood may also interact with each other. They may know other directly or indirectly and interact
just like the seed user and his connections. If we exclude the seed user and only consider the
connections and interactions inside the neighborhood, it still makes a valid graph.
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Example 7. Figure 5.6 demonstrates a simplified example of the connections and interactions
among onn-users in a neighborhood of size six. Nodes marked with numbers 1 to 6 represent onn-
users in the neighborhood. The solid line represents connections and dashed line represents any
kinds of interactions (e.g., like, reply, etc).
Figure 5.6: A simplified representation of the connections and interactions among onn-users in the
neighborhood of a seed user.
Usually, the behaviors of bots are largely automated by algorithms [11, 119]. To mimic human
behaviors, they are programmed to build connections with other users and post content. However,
interactions are more likely to happen between users who are familiar with each other rather than
strangers. Thus, even though legitimate users may exist in the neighborhood of a social bot, it
is natural to assume that due to the limitation of the controlling algorithm, the overall communi-
cations within the neighborhood would be different with the neighborhood of a legitimate user.
Although bots can fake human behaviors, we argue that it is hard for bots to fake a legitimate “so-
ciety”. For a bot account, he may post content and form social relationships like legitimate users,
but it is usually hard, if not impossible, for him to control his entire neighborhood to behave like
a legitimate user’s network. Thus, taking the property of users’ neighborhoods into account would
be helpful for social bot detection.
On the other hand, the relationships between users in the neighborhood could be various. For
example, they can be the user’s family, classmates, colleagues, or just people met online with
shared interests. As a result, there will be social circles naturally formed in the user’s neighbor-
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hood. Thus, there will be patterns reflected in terms of interactions and connectivity for users
inside and outside the social circles. For example, users who are classmates of the user may also
be classmates of each other, so it is likely that they are connected and have some shared friends.
Based on their connectivity, they may interact more with each other than other users in the neigh-
borhood. On the other hand, the social circles formed in the bots’ networks will be different than
the circles naturally formed in the legitimate users’ networks.
In this work, we introduce a novel bot detecting mechanism by studying the property of users’
neighborhoods. We focus on Twitter, the famous online social networking service. To take ad-
vantage of various sources of interactions among users available on Twitter, we model the neigh-
borhoods formed around the users with multiple data representations including connectivity, in-
teractions, and content similarity. To utilize the hidden social circles within the neighborhoods,
we propose to detect social circles with a multi-view clustering approach [150]. We trained our
social bot detection models with features extracted from the overall neighborhoods as well as the
discovered social circles.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.3, we present how we model a
user’s neighborhood with multiple views. Then in Section 5.4, we explain the details about the
feature extraction. In Section 5.5, we introduce how we discover hidden social circles within a
user’s neighborhood with multi-view clustering. In Section 5.7, we experimentally evaluate our
proposed neighborhood-based features with both supervised and unsupervised learning. Finally,
we summarize this chapter in Section 5.8.
5.3 Neighborhood Modeling
In this section, we introduce how we model the neighborhoods of Twitter users. Since the follow-
ing/follower relationship is unidirectional on Twitter, we give our definition of friends on Twitter.
Hence, in our problem, the neighborhood of a seed user is composed of his friends.
Definition 11. We define two users as friends if they follow each other on Twitter.
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On Twitter, users are able to communicate with each other in various ways. For example, a user
can directly reply to another user’s tweet with comments. If a user finds a tweet interesting, he can
retweet the tweet. Thus, for a given neighborhood of a seed user, there exist multiple different
representations.
5.3.1 Model Neighborhood with Multiple Views
We borrow the term view from multi-view learning to model the neighborhood with different types
of data. Multiple views are essentially the different representations obtained from multiple sources
of the same data. For example, an image can be represented by its color or texture, which can be
seen as different features extracted from the image.
Here, we use the concept view not to deal with multi-view learning yet but for consistency
with later sections, we still use the term view. With different views, the actual onn-users in the
neighborhood are the same, the differences are just the edges and weights. Thus, from now on,
for a seed user, we use the term neighborhood not just to represent the network where links are
friendship relations, but to represent the general network formed by the seed user’s onn-users.
Example 8. Figure 5.7 shows a simplified toy example of the neighborhood with two different
views.
(a) Friendship (b) Reply
Figure 5.7: A simplified example of the neighborhood of a user with two different views
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One of the advantages of considering multiple views is that different views would contain com-
plementary information and thus provide a comprehensive understanding of the actual properties
of the neighborhoods. For example, a social bot may pretend to be legitimate by forming a large
neighborhood. However, the onn-users in his neighborhood may not know each other at all and
thus barely have any interactions with each other. In this work, we consider views in three major
aspects, connectivity, interaction, and content.
5.3.2 View Definition
Inspired by the work in [150], we adopt the six views defined in [150] and added one additional
view. Thus, we defined in total seven views (K(1), K(2), ..., K(7)) for different representations of
a seed user’s neighborhood. For a neighborhood with size n, each view K is essential an n-by-n
symmetric similarity matrix. The views are defined as below.
1. Friendship view K(1). This view is simply the adjacency matrix of the friendship between
onn-users, where K(1)i j = 1 if onn-user i and j follow each other on Twitter and K
(1)
i j = 0
otherwise. It is widely used as a structural feature for social circle detection.
2. Shared friends view K(2). This view represents the shared friends between onn-users. For
example, K(2)i j = m means onn-user i and j have m shared friends (excluding the seed user).
3. Reply view K(3). This view represents the total number of replies happened between onn-
users on Twitter. For example, K(3)i j = m means onn-user i and j replied to each other m
times in total (i replies j and j replies i both count).
4. Retweet view K(4). This view represents the total number of retweets happened between
onn-users on Twitter. For example, K(4)i j = m means onn-user i and j retweeted tweets from
each other m times in total (i retweets j and j retweets i both count).
5. Co-reply view K(5). This view represents the total number of tweets onn-users both replied
to on Twitter. For example, K(5)i j = m means onn-user i and j both replied to m tweets.
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6. Co-retweet view K(6). This view represents the total number of tweets onn-users both
retweeted on Twitter. For example, K(6)i j = m means onn-user i and j both retweeted m
tweets.
7. Content similarity view K(7). This view represents the content similarity between the
tweets onn-users posted on Twitter. There are various ways to obtain the content similar-
ity between the tweets. The authors in [150] employed TagMe 1, a text annotation service
with topics in Wikipedia, with TF-IDF weight. One of the drawbacks of their approach is
that the annotation accuracy and coverage are not ideal as TagMe only annotates text chunks
that have Wikipedia pages. The semantic relations between similar concepts cannot be re-
flected from the annotations (e.g., cheeseburger and hamburger have similar meanings but
will be annotated as two different entities). Another problem is that using TF-IDF for vec-
torization may assign lower weights to words that are frequently mentioned. We are not
interested in measuring the importance of words. Instead, in this work, frequently appeared
words should be a hint for higher content similarity. We are looking for a method that is
capable to capture the semantic meaning of words and give us good vectorization results.
We propose to use Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [7], a popular topic modeling model.
We treated the tweets posted by an onn-user as a document. The documents of all onn-users
of all seed users make up a corpus. We trained a topic modeling model using the corpus and
obtained the topic distribution vector for each onn-user. The content similarity between two
onn-users i and j is computed as
sim(i, j) = 1−Hellinger(vi,v j) (5.1)
where hellinger(vi,v j) is the Hellinger Distance [139] computed for topic distribution vector
vi and v j. For two discrete distributions P = (p1, ..., pn) and Q = (q1, ...,qn), the Hellinger















In this view, K(7)i j = m means the topic distribution similarity between onn-user i and j is m.
Each view represents an independent relationship between the onn-users in the neighborhood.
More specifically, the first two views (i.e., friendship and shared friends) represent the direct and
indirect connectivity among onn-users. The following four views (i.e., reply, retweet, co-reply, and
co-retweet) captures the strengths of different interactions among onn-users. The last view models
the topic-wise similarity within the neighborhood.
With these defined views, we can obtain seven different graphs with corresponding representa-
tions of the neighborhood of a seed user.
5.3.3 View Construction
Each view is represented as an n-by-n symmetric matrix (assuming the size of the neighborhood is
n). The entries in the matrix represent the modeled similarity/strength between a pair of users. In
this work, we do not consider self-similarity. As a result, the diagonal of each similarity matrix is
all zeros.
The constructions for the first two views are fairly intuitive. As defined previously, we consider
two users friends if they follow each other. The relevant information can be accessed from the
following and follower list of each onn-user. It is worth noting when constructing the shared
friends view, the seed user is excluded from the count of shared friends since the seed user is a
friend of every onn-user.
The data for the constructions of the four interaction views (i.e., reply, retweet, co-reply, and
co-retweet) is embedded in users’ timelines. During the construction, we noticed that Twitter
adopted two types of retweeting activity. Besides the normal retweet action, Twitter allows users
to add a comment when retweeting a tweet. This activity is marked as “quote” in the crawled data.
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For the retweet and co-retweet view, we considered both types of retweeting activities. In this way,
we would have a more accurate and comprehensive representation of the retweeting interactions.
The construction of the content similarity view is relatively complex. In this work, we only
consider the content of the tweets users posted and ignore the content of in the retweeted tweets.
The problem is that a user may have posted a considerable amount of content since he created his
Twitter account. It would be both time-consuming and computationally expensive to process all
the content of all users have generated. On the other hand, the actual content a user has posted may
change over time. Hence, we are more interested in the content users recently posted. As suggested
in [60, 94], we only consider the most recent 300 English tweets. We employ the famous topic
modeling model Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) for computing content similarity. To prevent
the influence of noise, we conducted basic preprocessing as in most NLP tasks before feeding the
tweets into LDA. We first cleaned out all mentions (e.g., @xxx), hashtags (e.g., #xxx), emojis,
and URLs. These expressions are commonly used in tweets but contain little information for
content similarity. After data cleaning, we conduct tokenization to convert tweets into individual
tokens and removed all stopwords. The output of LDA is a trained topic model that contains topic
information inferred from the input corpus. For each document in the corpus, the trained LDA
model would return its topic distribution as a vector with a length of the number of topics.
5.4 Feature Extraction from Views
We have defined seven views in aspects of connectivity (topology), interaction, and content simi-
larity. As mentioned before, there is no explicit feature matrix defined for the views in the way we
modeled the views. On the other hand, the characteristic of the neighborhood within a specific con-
text is encoded within the corresponding view. Thus, to capture the property of the neighborhood
from different perspectives, we just need to extract features from the views themselves.
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5.4.1 Feature Extraction with Graph Metrics
As mentioned in Section 5.3, each view is represented by an n-by-n symmetric matrix (assuming
the size of the neighborhood is n). The entries of the view represent the strength of the edges
between the onn-users. Therefore, for each seed user, each view can be considered as the adjacency
matrix for a weighted social graph of his neighborhood with a different context. Hence, to extract
the features from the views, we adopt several graph metrics, including:
• Density of a graph measures the ratio between the actual number of edges and the maximal




where m is the number of edges and n is the number of nodes in graph G. The formula
5.3 shows that the density of a certain graph is directly proportional to the number of edges
formed in the graph. Therefore, a graph is more dense if there are more edges in it.
• Closeness centrality of a node measures its average farness (reciprocal of distance) to all
other nodes. The higher the closeness centrality of a node is, the shorter the distances it
has to all other nodes. Closeness centrality is a type of measurement of centrality and can
be used for detecting nodes that are capable of spreading information efficiently through a







where d(v,u) is the distance between v and u. n is the number of nodes. For a graph G, we
calculated the average closeness centrality of all nodes as the metric for G.
• Clustering coefficient of a node measures how close its neighbors are to being a clique.
Study shows that in social networks, nodes tend to create tightly knit groups characterized
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by a relatively high density of ties [138]. For a node u in an unweighted graph, its clustering
coefficient is defined as
clust_coe f (u) =
2T (u)
deg(u)(deg(u)−1) (5.5)
and for a node u in a weighted graph, its clustering coefficient is defined as
clust_coe f (u) =
1
deg(u)(deg(u)−1)∑uv
(ŵuv ˆwuw ˆwvw)1/3 (5.6)
where T (u) is the number of triangles through node u and deg(u) is the degree of u. For
a weighted graph, ŵuv is the weight normalized by the maximum weight in the graph. The
above definition is also referred to as local clustering coefficient. For a graph G, we cal-
culated the average clustering coefficient of all nodes as the metric for G. The clustering
coefficient is similar to density in the sense that it is also related to the number of edges in
the graph. Compared to graph density, clustering coefficient takes a personal view as it is
defined for a node instead of a general view for a graph.
In the previous preliminary study shown in Section 5.2, we have discovered that the general
feature like degree distribution cannot capture the differences between bots and legitimate users
well. We choose to use graph metrics for feature extraction to capture the latent characteristics
expressed in different views.
5.5 Social Circle Detection with Multi-View Clustering
In OSNs, users usually will have more interactions with familiar people or like-minded users who
share similar interests. For example, family members may have frequent communication with
each other. Thus, hidden social circles will be constructed in terms of connections and interactions
within the large social graph.
Definition 12. A social circle refers to a group of people with certain type of social intimacy [59].
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To utilize the views we have defined previously, we applied a multi-view clustering approach to
detect the hidden social circles. In this section, we first present the motivation and observations of
conducting social circle detection. Then we give a brief introduction of the multi-view clustering
method we applied.
5.5.1 Motivation
Social circle detection has been studied as a fundamental task in social network analysis, as it has
many potential applications such as content recommendation and privacy management. In this
work, we take social circle detection as an auxiliary step for social bots detection.
With different views defined in Section 5.3, a user’s neighborhood can be examined with dif-
ferent representations. However, besides the global characteristics of a user’s neighborhood, we
are also interested in checking the properties of the smaller and more clustered communities. As
mentioned in [150], users in the same circles usually have behaviors described as below:
• Users in the same circle are more likely to be connected and have many shared friends.
• Users in the same circle tend to share similar interests on the same content.
• Users in the same circle are more likely to interact with each other.
Thus, within the neighborhoods of legitimate users, social circles are often naturally formed by
different relationships. On the other hand, for bots, their neighborhoods are usually deliberately
constructed. The activities of bots are usually controlled by algorithms with automation, hence,
the individual behavior of bots will be different as humans. As a result, the social circles formed
within the neighborhoods of bots, if any, will have different properties as legitimate users.
5.5.2 Preliminaries of Multi-View Clustering
Twitter does not provide the functionality to present the explicit social circles, thus the social circles
are hidden on Twitter. Based on the aforementioned observations, we propose to use a multi-view
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clustering method proposed in [150] called Selected Co-Trained Spectral Clustering (SCSC) for
our social circle detection. To help the readers better under the model we applied, we will explain
the preliminaries of multi-view learning.
Multi-View Learning. When training conventional machine learning algorithms, such as Support
Vector Machines (SVM) and Spectral Clustering (SC), multiple views need to be concatenated into
one single view (a longer feature vector). The concatenation is not physically meaningful because
each view has a specific statistical property. What’s more, it may cause overfitting when applying
the model on a small size training sample. On the other hand, multi-view learning improves the
learning performance by introducing one function to model a particular view and jointly optimizes
all the functions to exploit the redundant views [147]. Co-training [8] is one of the earliest schemes
for multi-view learning. The training is conducted alternately to maximize the agreement on two
distinct views [147]. The Selected Co-Trained Spectral Clustering (SCSC) method we used for
social circle detection falls within this category.
Detecting Social Circles with Multi-view Clustering. We applied a multi-view clustering method
to discover the hidden social circles. The SCSC method can effectively integrate structural, in-
teraction, and content features together to improve the clustering performance [150]. Note that
designing and improving multi-view clustering is not our focus, so we would not go deep into the
mathematical details. For technical details, the reader is advised to refer to [150, 59].
Spectral Clustering [93] (SC) is a well-known graph clustering algorithm. The input for SC
is the similarity matrix of the data. The model makes use of the discriminative information in
the eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian. When multiple views are available, Co-train Spectral
Clustering (CSC) alternately refines the graph Laplacian of one view based on the clustering re-
sult suggested by other views. CSC is designed to assume all views are completely observed
and transfer the complete graph information across views. The drawback of CSC is that when
many views are extremely sparse (partially observed), enforcing a complete agreement between
the sparse views and other views will mis-refine the graph Laplacians and result in degradation
of clustering performance [150]. In our data, we have observed that for bots, many interaction
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views are sparse. This is indeed a problem if we apply multi-view clustering for social circle de-
tection. Thus, we propose to apply the Selected Co-Trained Spectral Clustering (SCSC) method
that handles the sparsity problem properly.
The work in [150] applied and evaluated several network clustering methods, including SCAN
[148], Spectral Clustering (SC) [93], and Co-trained Spectral Clustering (CSC) [57]. The authors
found that SCSC outperformed all these models in terms of compactness.
In our problem, SCSC is the most appropriate one. SCAN is purely based on the topology
information and will output hubs and outliers in the results, which we do not need. SC also works
under single-view. Comparing the CSC, the SCSC method handles the sparsity problem by only
transferring the clustering results on observed edges from partially observed views with a selective
process [150, 59]. Here, for convenience of description, we repeat the design of the SCSC method
as described in [59].
Algorithm 3: Selective Co-Trained Spectral Clustering [59]
Input : Similarity matrices of T views K1,K2, ...,KT
Output : Final cluster matrix C by applying K-means on the concatenated feature matrix
U = [U (k1), ...,U (kl)] of dominant views k1, ...,kl
Initialize: ∀ t ∈ [T ], U (t) = eig(K(t),k), C(t) = clust(U (t),k)
for i=1 to rounds do
for t ∈ [T ] do
Refine similarity matrix K(t) = update(t)◦K(t)
Update U (t) = eig(K(t),k)
Update C(t) = clust(U (t),k)
end
end
In Algorithm 3, the operator eig(K,k) returns an n-by-k matrix with columns are the k principle
eigen-vectors of the normalized Laplacian of matrix K. The operator clust(U,k) essentially applies
k-means clustering with k clusters on matrix U . To determine whether a view is partially observed,
a sparse rate ρ j is defined:
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ρt =
# zeros in K(t)
# all elements in K(t)
(5.7)
A view K(t) is partially observed if ρt is below a pre-defined threshold ρthre. In Algorithm 3,
update(t) is the selective process. It is implemented by comparing the sparse rate of other views
with ρthre. The final detected social circles are essentially the clustering results from k-means
clustering. So, the social circles we detected using SCSC are non-overlapping circles. In other
words, each onn-user can only belong to one social circle. It is worth noting that for a given
neighborhood with T views K1, ...,KT , SCSC will only output one assignment for the social circles
(which users belong to which social circle).
Evaluation of Detected Social Circles. There are two main challenges in evaluating the quality of
the detected social circles. The first one is the number of social circles to be detected. As described
in Algorithm 3, the final circles are obtained by running k-means clustering with the parameter k.
Thus, the number of social circles is determined by our input. The second challenge is that there is
no ground truth of how users should be clustered in circles and no feature matrix is defined in the
views. Thus, the clustered results cannot be evaluated by external evaluation metrics such as Rand
index (requires ground truth of clusters) or internal evaluation metrics such as Davies–Bouldin
index (requires feature matrices). For the social circles detected for a seed user, we adopt the same
evaluation metrics Normalized Similarity Ratio (NSR) and Total Similarity Ratio (TSR) defined in




i j ·1{Ci j > 0}






i j ·1{Ci j < 0}
∑(i, j) 1{Ci j < 0}
(5.9)
where t ∈ |T | (assumming there are T views in total) and (i, j) ∈ [n]× [n] (assuming there
are n onn-users in the seed user’s neighborhood). The matrix C represents the clustering results.
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Ci j = 1 stands for onn-user i and j are clustered into the same circle while Ci j = −1 means i and
j are clustered into different circles. In this way, the within-circle similarity S(t)w computes the
average similarity for onn-users who are clustered into same circles. Similarly, the between-circle
similarity S(t)b measures the average similarity for onn-users who are clustered into different circles.






Here, α is a small constant to be added in the denominator when S(t)b = 0. NSR
(t) measures
the quality of the detected circles regards to a specific view K(t). The larger NSR(t) is, the more
meaningful the circles are for the view K(t). Note when view K(t) is sparse, it is possible that the
value of NSR(t) gets very large.
Similarly, the Total Similarity Ratio (TSR) measures the overall quality of the detected circles









Hence, for good clustering results, it is natural to expect higher TSRs as onn-users within the
same social circle should have higher similarities than onn-users outside the circle. Thus, the TSR
can be considered as a way of computing the compactness of the detected circles.
5.6 Social Bot Detection
In this section, we present the details of how we utilize the neighborhood and social circles for
social bot detection.
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5.6.1 Definition and Summarization of Feature Sets
Recall that we have defined seven views in Section 5.3. For a given user, these views are essentially
the different graph representations of the user’s neighborhood. Without considering the discovered
social circles, we can apply the graph metrics directly on the views to obtain the features of a
seed user’s entire neighborhood. We refer to these features as the global features (GL) since they
capture the characteristics of the entire graph from a global view without considering social circles.
On the other hand, for a given seed user, the discovered social circles can be considered as
subgraphs within the neighborhood. It is worth repeating that although we have defined multiple
views, there only exists one assignment of the social circles across different views for a given user’s
neighborhood. Thus, the features we defined in Section 5.4 can also be applied to the discovered
social circles. For each social circle, we can obtain three graph metrics as features. However, given
the nature of clustering, these circles do not have orders. On the contrary, the clusters from the
clustering method should have a parallel relationship. Thus, in the feature space, these features
cannot be aligned like normal features. For example, for a seed user A, the density computed from
the first social circle of his friendship view does not necessarily correspond to the density of the
first social circle computed using the friendship view of another seed user B. To resolve this issue,
we use the average and standard deviation of the graph metrics computed from social circles as the
features extracted from social circles. We refer to these features as the circle features (CC) since
they capture the characteristics within each social circle.
Besides the features extracted using graph metrics, we can also obtain the NSR calculated with
each view from the social circles. As defined in Section 5.5, NSR captures the ratio between
within-circle similarity and between-circle similarity for a specific view. We consider the NSRs as
additional features obtained from social circles and refer to them as NSR features (NSR).
Overall, we have defined three feature sets and we refer to them as the neighborhood-based
features. The three features can be summarized in Table 5.1.
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Graphs of view 1 - 7 GL
Circles with view 1 - 7 CC NSR
5.6.2 Methods for Social Bot Detection
We treat social bot detection as a feature-based detection problem. With the three feature sets de-
fined above, we encode the patterns that are difficult to fake into our neighborhood-based features.
The next step is to choose the appropriate machine learning methods as our bot detectors.
As mentioned previously, we have acquired a list of social bots and legitimate users (the detail
is explained in Section 5.7), which means that we have the ground truth of whether a user account is
a social bot or not. Applying supervised-learning methods is a natural choice when ground truth is
available. We have compared several popular supervised models, including support vector machine
(SVM), logistic regression (LR), Random Forest, etc. Among all the methods, we choose Random
Forest as the classifier for our supervised bot detection. Random Forest is an ensemble learning
method that works by building a multitude of decision trees and applying bootstrap aggregating to
the tree models during training. The classification output is determined by taking the majority vote
of the tree models. Compared to other supervised models like SVM and LR, one of the advantages
of the Random Forest model is that the bootstrapping procedure applied during training decreases
the variance and leads to better model performance. Thus, Random Forest is capable to prevent
overfitting and can be generalized better.
In real-world scenarios, it is not always the case that the ground truth is available. Thus,
to emulate the scenario that ground truth is unavailable, we propose to apply an unsupervised
approach for social bot detection. K-means is a widely-used clustering method as it is fast and can
be used for most unsupervised tasks. However, its drawback is also obvious. The performance
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of K-means relies on the initialization of the cluster centroids. With different initial centroids,
K-means may output very different cluster assignments. Although repeating multiple iterations of
K-means would help improve the stability of the clustering output, we would prefer a method that
is capable to generate stable results. We choose Agglomerative Clustering for our unsupervised
bot detection. Agglomerative Clustering is a bottom-up hierarchical clustering model. It starts
by treating each data sample as a separate cluster. Then, the model recursively merges the pair
of clusters with the minimum distance until the predefined number of clusters is reached. Unlike
K-means, the performance of Agglomerative Clustering is stable and does not rely on initialization.
5.7 Experiments and Evaluations
In this section, we present the details about the experiments we have conducted and the evaluations
of the experimental results.
5.7.1 Dataset
In this work, we focus on Twitter. Fortunately, some researchers have made the Twitter dataset they
have crafted publicly accessible. We choose to use one of the published datasets as the ground truth
of seed users. From the dataset of seed users, we developed our crawler to crawl the data of related
onn-users.
Original Dataset of Seed Users. We obtained the list of seed users from the famous TAMU Social
Honeypots Dataset 2. This dataset was originally collected from December 30, 2009 to August 2,
2010 on Twitter and introduced in [60]. The original dataset contains 22,223 bot accounts and
19,276 legitimate users.
Data Collection. In this work, we focus on ordinary users whose primary language is English.
We consider a user to be an ordinary if his account is “non-verified” and has less than 10,000
followings and 10,000 followers. Twitter has its own defense mechanism and would suspend users
2http://infolab.tamu.edu/data/
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who violated the platform’s term of service. The data of suspended users cannot be accessed, so
we also filter out them. With the aforementioned filtering conditions, we obtained a list of our
seed users, which contains 9,669 legitimate users and 12,532 bot accounts. The original dataset
was collected in the year of 2010. However, to get the most recent data about the users, we have
developed our own scripts to crawl the data. The API we used for data collection is called Tweepy
3. For each user, our scripts collected data including the user’s profile, the following and follower
list, and the timeline (e.g., tweets, retweet, etc) of the user. The data collection process is divided
into two rounds. In the first round, we use our scripts to collect the data of the seed users using
the aforementioned obtained list. The data collection process for seed users started in November
2018 and finished in January 2019. After we finished collecting the data of the seed users, we
went on to collect the data of their onn-users. As of June 2019, we managed to collect the data of
related onn-users for over 6,000 seed users combined. In this dissertation, we used a dataset which
contains 560 seed users (280 bots and 280 legitimate users) and 72,750 onn-users for experiments.
5.7.2 Social Circle Detection with SCSC
We apply the SCSC method with constructed views to detect the hidden social circles within the
neighborhoods. As mentioned in Algorithm 3, the social circles are determined by applying K-
means clustering in the final step, the number of social circles k is an input parameter for SCSC.
Although we have obtained the information of users’ neighborhoods, we do not have prior knowl-
edge about how many circles exist for each user. Theoretically, the optimal number of social circles
for each seed user may be different. However, assigning different numbers of circles for each user
will introduce inconsistency when extracted features from social circles. Hence, in this work, we
set the number of circles the same for all seed users when applying SCSC as authors of [150, 59]
did. The experiments are conducted with different k values from 3 to 6 and set the value of the
threshold of sparse rate ρt to be 0.1. For the discovered social circles, we mainly conduct the
evaluation using the previously defined metrics NSR and TSR as we do not have ground truth for
3http://www.tweepy.org/
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social circles with Twitter.
In the experiments, we apply SCSC with multiple different values of k and obtained the clus-
tering results with different numbers of circles. We first compute the average TSR as the overall
measurement of the social circles within each user’s neighborhood. The comparisons are shown
in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.8. While the differences of distributions of average TSR is not obvious
between bots and legitimate users, the results in Table 5.2 shows that the average TSR for legit-
imate users is higher than bots, indicating that the overall quality of discovered social circles of
legitimate users is better than bots.
Table 5.2: Average TSR for all users, bots, and legitimate users
Bots Legitimate users All users
Average TSR 1.3576 1.7304 1.5440
(a) (b)
Figure 5.8: Distribution of TSR with seven views for (a) bots and (b) legitimate users
Before diving into further analysis, we need to determine the value of the number of circles
k. We count each onn-user “vote” for their optimal value of based on the largest TSR. Based on
the results in Figure 5.9, we chose to pick 6 for our further analysis and present the experimental
results when k (number of social circles) = 6.
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Figure 5.9: Votes for optimal value of k for bots and legitimate users
In the output results of SCSC, there is no guarantee whether the sizes of discovered circles
would be evenly distributed or not. Here the size of a social circle refers to the number of onn-
users that are assigned to the specific circle. Figure 5.10 and 5.11 compared the circles of bots
and legitimate users with average and the standard deviation of the sizes. From the distributions,
we observe no obvious differences between bots and legitimate users in terms of circle sizes.
The previous preliminary study presented in Section 5.4 has shown that the composition of the
neighborhoods of bots and legitimate users may share some similarity. The comparisons of sizes
of discovered circles further show that the general property of the neighborhoods formed around
social bots and legitimate users are rather similar than different.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.10: Distribution of average social circle size for (a) bots and (b) legitimate users
(a) (b)
Figure 5.11: Distribution of std of social circle size for (a) bots and (b) legitimate users
To further compare the results of discovered circles, we report the NSR(t) between legitimate
users and bots for all seven views from Figure 5.12 to Figure 5.18 respectively.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.12: Distribution of NSR for friendship view for (a) bots and (b) legitimate users
(a) (b)
Figure 5.13: Distribution of NSR for share friends view for (a) bots and (b) legitimate users
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.14: Distribution of NSR for reply view for (a) bots and (b) legitimate users
(a) (b)
Figure 5.15: Distribution of NSR for retweet view for (a) bots and (b) legitimate users
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.16: Distribution of NSR for co-reply view for (a) bots and (b) legitimate users
(a) (b)
Figure 5.17: Distribution of NSR for co-retweet view for (a) bots and (b) legitimate users
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.18: Distribution of NSR for content similarity view for (a) bots and (b) legitimate users
The comparisons show that the NSR of legitimate users is generally larger than bots. This phe-
nomenon is more obvious in the interaction views. The reason behind it is fairly straightforward.
Usually, a user will only interact with other users that he is familiar with. For a bot account, it is
hard for a bot to pretend the interactions in his neighborhood. Thus, the constructed interaction
views of bots are usually sparser than legitimate users.
Figure 5.18 shows that the values of NSR are much smaller than other views. The reason for
the differences is that the matrices K(7) are generally much denser than the similarity matrices of
other views. Based on the definition of views, the content similarity view is computed based on
the Hellinger Distance of topics. On Twitter, a user may not have interactions with other users,
especially strangers, but it is unlikely that he does not post any tweets. As long as a user posts
something, content similarity will exist.
During experiments, we observe that the last view, content similarity view, has a large effect
on the computed TSR. Thus, we compared the TSR computed with all seven views and the TSR
only with the first six views as shown in Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20 respectively. The compari-
son shows that the differences in TSR between bots and legitimate users are more obvious when
the influence of content similarity view is excluded. This phenomenon indicates that the content




Figure 5.19: Distribution of TSR with seven views for (a) bots and (b) legitimate users
(a) (b)
Figure 5.20: Distribution of TSR with first six views for (a) bots and (b) legitimate users
5.7.3 Content Analysis
From Figure 5.18, we observed that the differences between the neighborhoods of bots and le-
gitimate users are smaller than we expected. To further understand the content-wise property of
neighborhoods of both side (bots and legitimate users), we conducted further content analysis.
We model the content similarity as the topic distribution similarity. In topic modeling, a topic
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is modeled as a distribution of words. We start our analysis by first studying the words used by
the neighborhood of both sides. We extract the tokens as well as the corresponding frequencies in
the corpus. Then we sort the tokens in the descending order of the frequencies to get the frequent
words used in posted tweets. As an example, Table 5.3 shows the top 20 frequent words used in
the neighborhoods of bots and legitimate users.
We see a large overlap exists from words in the two columns. To measure how many words
are overlapped in the frequent words, we define an overlap ratio for N as the number of overlapped
words in the top N frequent words on both sides. We calculate the overlap ratio for N from 2,000
to 50,000 with the step length of 2,000. The results are shown in Figure 5.21.
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Figure 5.21: Overlap ratio of top N frequent words used by neighborhoods of social bots and
legitimate users
The overlap ratios between neighborhoods of bots and legitimate users are above 70% from top
2,000 to top 50,000 frequent words. The highly overlapped frequent words indicate that the topics
from social bots and legitimate users are likely to be similar since topics are inferred based on the
co-occurrences of words. We conduct further analysis of the inferred topics based on the clustering
results of social circles. We compute the pairwise topic similarity within each circle. For example,




= 10. For each
circle, we use the average of all the pairwise topic similarities to represent the content similarity of
that circle. The distribution of the average content similarity per circle is shown in Figure 5.22.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.22: Distribution of average content similarity per circle for (a) bots and (b) legitimate
users
Figure 5.22 shows that the shapes of both of the topic similarity distributions are close to the
“bell shape”, indicating both distributions roughly follow normal distributions. Compared to bots,
the circle-wise content similarity within the neighborhoods of legitimate users has a larger standard
deviation.
Lastly, we study the actual topics inferred from the tweets. We conduct this analysis on circle
level and determined the topics for each circle by majority vote. Based on the topic distribution
vectors, we let the users in each circle “vote” for the topics with the largest probability. For each
circle, the topic with the most votes is considered as the topic for this circle. By aggregating the
votes from all circles, we can get the “popularity” of the topics, as shown in Figure 5.23.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.23: Circle-level topic vote for (a) bots and (b) legitimate users
The figures show that the popular topics (the high bars) on both sides are fairly similar. We
can see that the topic votes of neighborhoods in bots are more scattered than legitimate users.
Combined with the comparison in Figure 5.22, we can conclude that in the discovered circles of
legitimate users’ neighborhoods, the distributions of topics are more condensed toward the domi-
nate topics, which explained the higher standard deviation observed in Figure 5.22. In other words,
the dominance of popular topics in the circles of bots’ neighborhood is less obvious, thus it is more
likely for users within the same circle have similar topic similarities.
We choose the top three topics from each side to examine what the popular topics represent.
Table 5.4 display each topic with the top ten frequent words. The topics shown in the table are not
really about concrete concepts, but the words that users usually use when posting Tweets. We can
see that these popular topics are consistent with the aforementioned frequently used words. Thus,
the content analysis indicates that the topics inferred from tweets from the neighborhoods of both
sides are similar.
5.7.4 Social Bot Detection
We conduct experiments of social bot detection using both supervised (classification) and unsuper-
vised learning (clustering) methods. During our experiments, we observe that the features extracted
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Table 5.4: Top 3 topics for bots and legitimate users
Bots Legitimate Users
Topic 76 Topic 88 Topic 66 Topic 66 Topic 76 Topic 104
today need like like today like
day help get get day one
good know people people good think
time use know know time would
love make cant cant love well
morning work really really morning good
work learn one one work thats
get article never never get ive
back find want want back get
one get even even one really
from the content similarity view show little contribution to the performances. Thus, we do not in-
clude the features extracted from the content similarity view. The implementations of the machine
learning models we apply are from the Python library scikit-learn [101].
Baseline Features for Comparison. We adopt some of the simple user-level features proposed in
[60] as the baseline. The authors defined several account-level features that can be divided into four
categories, User Demographics (UD), User Friendship Networks (UFN), User Content (UC), and
User History (UH). For comparison, we only adopt the UD and UFN features as our baseline. The
UD features are features extracted from the descriptive information about a user account, including
the length of the screen name, length of description, and the longevity of the account. The UFN
features are features extracted from friendship information, including the number of following and
followers, the ratio between the number of following and followers, the percentage of bidirectional
friends, and the standard deviation of numerical IDs of following and followers. As a result, there
are ten features in our baseline. The details of these features can be found in [60]. We refer to
these baseline features as UDUFN.
Supervised Learning with Random Forest. As mentioned in Section 5.6, we choose Random
Forest as the classifier for our supervised learning experiments. The evaluation metrics we adopt
for evaluating the classification results are accuracy (ACC), precision (P), recall (R), F-measure
(here we use F1 score), and area under the curve (AUC). Each classification experiment is con-
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ducted with 5-fold cross-validation (CV). To neutralize the effect of randomness, each CV process
is repeated 20 times and the average performance is used as the final evaluation result for each
metric. All experiments are conducted with the same classification setting to ensure fairness. The
results are shown in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: Classification performances for different feature sets using Random Forest
Feature Set ACC P R F1 AUC
GL 0.9201 0.9177 0.9230 0.9203 0.9531
CC 0.9148 0.9181 0.9125 0.9145 0.9517
NSR 0.8938 0.8889 0.9003 0.8936 0.9445
GL+CC 0.9159 0.9155 0.9162 0.9151 0.9582
GL+NSR 0.9186 0.9191 0.9176 0.9179 0.9615
CC+NSR 0.9086 0.9027 0.9161 0.9087 0.9532
GL+CC+NSR 0.9150 0.9136 0.9183 0.9152 0.9601
UDUFN 0.9307 0.8939 0.9794 0.9339 0.9680
We can see that the baseline features still slightly outperforms our neighborhood-based features
in metrics of ACC, recall, F1 score, and AUC. Among all the features we have proposed, GL had
the best performance in terms of ACC while GL combined with NSR performed best in AUC.
The reason that our features do not beat the performance of the baseline features is that usually a
neighborhood of a seed user may be mixed with legitimate users and bots.
Our proposed features are generated from the users’ neighborhoods while the baseline features
are extracted from seed users themselves. Theoretically, our proposed features should provide
complementary information for the baseline features. Thus, we further conduct experiments by
combining our proposed features with the baseline features. The settings for the classifications are
the same. The results are shown in Table 5.6.
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Table 5.6: Classification performances for different feature sets combined with baseline features
using Random Forest
Feature Set ACC P R F1 AUC
UDUFN+GL 0.9642 0.9776 0.9500 0.9632 0.9915
UDUFN+CC 0.9575 0.9716 0.9434 0.9569 0.9914
UDUFN+NSR 0.9586 0.9581 0.9602 0.9585 0.9937
UDUFN+GL+CC 0.9596 0.9751 0.9447 0.9592 0.9893
UDUFN+GL+NSR 0.9636 0.9778 0.9488 0.9627 0.9920
UDUFN+CC+NSR 0.9570 0.9732 0.9399 0.9558 0.9914
UDUFN+GL+CC+NSR 0.9593 0.9728 0.9450 0.9583 0.9901
UDUFN 0.9307 0.8939 0.9794 0.9339 0.9680
From the results, we can observe improved performance. Among all the combinations, the one
combined with GL achieved the best ACC while the one combined with NSR achieved the best
AUC. The classification results show that our proposed features indeed provide complementary
information for bot detection as the combined features achieve better performance.
Unsupervised Learning with Agglomerative Clustering. We choose Agglomerative Clustering
for unsupervised learning experiments. In each step, Agglomerative Clustering merges the two
clusters based on the computed affinity among clusters. We use Euclidean Distance as the metric
for affinity calculation, which is the default setting in the implementation we apply. During our
experiments, we observe that the NSR features do not work well, so we exclude the entire NSR
feature set from the results. With ground truth of the class labels available, we use some external
evaluation metrics, including accuracy (ACC), F-measure (here we use F1 score), rand index (RI),
adjusted rand index (ARI), and normalized mutual information (NMI). Among all the metrics,
ACC and F1 are calculated just like in supervised learning. The metric RI measures the similarity
between two clustering assignments (e.g., the prediction and the ground truth of labels) and is
related to accuracy. The range of RI is [0,1.0]. The ARI is the corrected-for-chance version for RI
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[140] and takes randomness into account. The range of ARI is [−1.0,1.0] and a random labeling
has an ARI close to 0. NMI also measures the similarity between the two clustering assignments
with a range of [0,1.0]. Note in the unsupervised learning experiments, since the output result of
Agglomerative Clustering is stable, we do not need to repeat each experiment multiple iterations
and get the average performance. The results of clustering performance are shown in Table 5.7.
Table 5.7: Clustering performances for different feature sets using Agglomerative Clustering
Feature Set ACC F1 RI ARI NMI
GL 0.8036 0.7755 0.6837 0.3676 0.3233
CC 0.7250 0.6638 0.6005 0.2013 0.1913
GL+CC 0.8196 0.8000 0.7038 0.4077 0.3453
UDUFN 0.7446 0.6801 0.6190 0.2383 0.2464
The results show that only the classifier trained with circle features (CC) is outperformed by
the baseline. The combined feature set (GL with CC) achieves the best performance. Unlike in
the experiments with supervised learning methods, the circle features are capable of boosting the
performance of global features, meaning the discovered of social circles provide complementary
information for computing the affinity between seed users. In addition, the better performance of
our proposed global feature with unsupervised learning method indicates the properties of users’
neighborhoods are effective indicators of the users themselves.
5.7.5 Discussions
From the results shown in the classification experiments, we observe that the classifiers trained
with features defined in the GL category always achieve the best ACC. When combining with other
features, the results do not show improvement in performance. On the other hand, the classifiers
trained without the GL features never outperformed the one trained singly using GL features. Thus,
we can conclude that in classification, the features directly extracted from the graphs (GL features)
are capable to capture the differences in neighborhoods between bots and legitimate users better
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Table 5.8: Feature importance of GL feature set with Random Forest

























than features extracted in other ways. Also, the classification results indicate that the discovered
social circles did not show significant improvement in the performance of detecting social bots.
Interpretation of Feature Importance. During our experiments, we also discover that the graph
metrics we adopted worked differently with different graphs. There is no single graph metric that
is optimal across different graphs. We output the feature importance of the Random Forest model
fitted using the GL features in the experiment. Note that the GL features include 18 features in
total (3 graph metrics × 6 types of graphs). The results are shown in Table 5.8.
From the importance of the features, we see different trends in different types of graphs. For
friendship view, the clustering coefficient is more important than the other two. Thus, whether
nodes are showing cliques is more important in the simple topology. On the other hand, in the four
interaction-based views, the clustering coefficient is the least important one. For a single node in a
network, closeness centrality measures how centralized the node is. The higher the centrality is, the
easier for it to spread the information. As for the density of a network, it measures how connected
the nodes in the network are. These two metrics reflects the extent of interactions better than the
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clustering coefficient. We also notice that the importance of the indirect interactions (co-reply and
co-retweet) is generally lower than direct interactions (reply and retweet).
Feature Robustness. The features adopted by existing bot detection methods are mainly about the
behaviors or descriptive information of the individual users, for example, the number of connec-
tions or the strength of the activities. These features rely on the fact that differences exist between
the behaviors of bots and legitimate users. However, the bots are capable of evolving and learning
to imitate the behaviors of human. In other words, the user-level features can be easily manipulated
to trick the behavior-based detectors.
On the other hand, the features we proposed in this work exclude the influence of the seed
users themselves in the very beginning. Instead of focusing on the characteristics of the users, we
study the properties of the neighborhoods of the users. Note in the real world, it is much harder to
manipulate and change the behaviors of a large network, especially when the majority of users in
the network are not in control. Thus, the neighborhood-based features we have proposed are more
resilient.
Effectiveness of Social Circles in Social Bot Detection We have introduced three major sets of
features, global (GL), circle (CC), and NSR. The circle features and NSR rely on the discovered
social circles. From the results of the experiments, we have observed that the circle features only
show a contribution to the performance with unsupervised learning methods. On the other hand,
the classification results show that combining NSR helps improve AUC with a slight cost of lower
recall (R). The area under the curve is computed with the true positive rate (TPR, a.k.a recall)
and the false positive rate (FPR). With lower TPR, the improved AUC means reduced FPR, which
is equivalent to improved true negative rate (TNR). Thus, introducing NSR helps the detection
of social bots with slightly cost of misclassification of legitimate users. Overall, the experiments




In this chapter, we study the problem of detecting social bots by utilizing the properties of neigh-
borhoods and proposed a novel bot detection scheme. We discover that legitimate users could
get involved with the neighborhoods of social bots. The comparisons of the degree distributions
indicate the similarity of the general topology of the neighborhoods between bots and legitimate
users. To capture the latent differences, we consider seven different views to represent the users’
neighborhood and adopted several graph metrics as features. Furthermore, we assume that there
will be natural social circles formed within the neighborhood of legitimate users. While for bots,
since their neighborhoods are usually constructed by algorithms deliberately, the hidden social cir-
cles within their neighborhoods would be different as legitimate users. To discover these hidden
social circles, we apply a multi-view clustering method SCSC that is capable to integrate data from
multiple sources.
We have conducted thorough experiments to study how our proposed neighborhood-based fea-
tures would help with bot detection. Experimental results in classification show that our proposed
features are capable of providing complementary information for the simple user-level features.
We also observe that neighborhood-based features outperform the baseline features in experiments
with clustering, indicating that our proposed neighborhood-based feature are more effective in
capturing the distinguishable differences between social bots and legitimate users. Overall, we





The increasing popularity of OSNs has not only encouraged more users to communicate online
but also attracted malicious spammers to disseminate harmful information. In this dissertation,
we propose a thorough study on measuring the credibility of user-generated content and detecting
spammers in OSNs.
First, we study the problem of measuring the trustworthiness of users with rating deviations. In
online review systems like Yelp, the numerical rating is a straightforward reflection of the quality
of the target business. We assume that spammers tend to be lazy in maintaining their social images
and have less social relations than legitimate users. We propose an approach that integrates the
strengths of social relations and rating deviations to compute the overall trustworthiness score
for users. The experimental results indicate a strong correlation between social relations and the
trustworthiness of users.
Second, we observe that the review content carries fine-grained information of users’ opinions
toward a target business than numerical ratings. We study the problem of inferring trustworthiness
from the review content. We model the opinions of a user as tuples of sentiment toward a specific
category. We apply both supervised and unsupervised methods to extract users’ opinions. Then we
propose a trust propagation method that is able to measure the trustworthiness of users, reviews,
and statements at the same time. We show that the trustworthiness of a user is closely related to
the content he posted.
Lastly, we study the problem of detecting social bots by examining the neighborhoods formed
around the users, with the assumption that the behavioral patterns inside the neighborhood are
difficult for social bots to fake. Besides the global properties of neighborhoods, we take a closer
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look at the hidden social circles formed within the neighborhoods and apply a multi-view clustering
method to discover them. We extract features from the global graphs and social circles and conduct
experiments using both supervised and unsupervised models. The experimental results show that
our proposed neighborhood-based features are useful for social bot detection.
In conclusion, we study the problem of measuring the credibility of UGC and detecting spam-
mers in OSNs in several different aspects, in the goal of helping users understand the trustworthi-
ness of online information spread on social networks.
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